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Abstract 

The concept of Wodd Music is important for the explmation of variou twentieth-century 

musical phenomena but its application to virtuaily evexy genre of music mates an inevitable 

connision. In the 19809, World Music was a term w d i d  for d d b i n g  popular music in 

fusion with ethnic music. That fact has lead many to an 8980Ci8tion of the term exclusively 

with that new genre. ki this study 1 define Wodd Music in Western a r t - m u s i c 4 m  an 

h i s t o ~  perspective as well as w i t h  regard ta musical style, ideology, and aesthetics and 

give examples of various composera' approaches. In the ideological discussion, the debate 

over 'exotic" music and musical bomwipgs turns out to have many points of contact witb 

the notions of modemism and postmoderaism. 1 exempm and test m y  ideas by u-cn'ng the 

stylistic development of Swedish-Canadian composer Bengt Hambraeus aa a case study and 

discuss ideological and musical applications to the concept of World Music in relation to 

Hambraeus's piece Nocturnals foi Chamber Ensemble (1990). 



Résumé 

Le concept de uWorld Music» est important pour i'explication de divers phénomènes 

musicaux au vingtième siècle, mais son application A la quasi totalité des genres musicaux 

crée inévitablement une confiision- Dans les années quatre-vingt, «World Musio, constituait 

une expression pratique pour référer B la fusion des musiques populaire et ethnique. Cette 

situation a favorisé ï'étabîissement d'une d a t i o n  exclusive entre œ terme et ce nouveau 

genre- Dans mon &tude, je d é h h  a W d d  Musicm dnnn la musique d'art occidentale B partit 

d'une perspective qui tient compte B la fais du contexte historique, du style musical, de 

l'idéologie et de l'esthétique, et je commente des exemples illustrant les approches de divels 

compositeurs. Dans la discussion idéologique, le débat entre musique «exotique» et  

emprunts musicaux révèle plusieurs similitudes avec les notions de modernisme e t  post- 

modernisme. Pour illustrer et tester mes idées, j'utilise le développement stylistique du 

compositeur suédo-canadien Bengt Hambraeus comme étude de cas, et je discute les 

applications idéologiques et  musicales du  concept de uWorld Music» en rapport avec le 

Noctuntcris de Hambraeus pour ensemble de chambre (1990). 



Introduction 

There are no 'theories of Eteratue,' there is no 'theory of criticism.' Such 
tags are arrogant b l a  or a borrowing, transparent in its pathos, ftom 
the enviable fortunes and kward motion of mence and techndogy. [...] 
What we do have are reasoned descriptions af processes. At very best, 
we 6nd and seek, in tum, to articulate, narrations of fd t  experienœ, 
heuristic or exernplaig notations of work in progresa. These have no 
'acientific' status.' 

(George Steiner) 

This project was initiateci in 1990 during Bengt Hambrzeus's graduate composition seminar 

at McGill University which was coverhg three divergent tnpics: the music of Bmce Mather, 

the music of Kariheinz stock ha use^, and the concept of World Music- The wide scope of 

approaches in the seminar combineci with the lively discussions that took place resulted in a 

paper investigating the concept of World Music in an art music contexte However, 1 felt that 

much remained to be done. Indeed. this topic is wide enough to offer a lifetime's worth of 

research oppoituaities. 

During the course of the aemuiar, 1 became quite fasciaated with Hambraeus's 

broad outlook on a variety of topics- 1 was Eamiliar with hi9 vast erudition with respect to 

historical mU9icology and contemporary art music, but 1 didn't expect such deep knowledge 

and understanding of othet kinds of musics- For Hambraeus everything seemed to be of 

potential interest. This attitude is reflected in hîs artides for the Swedish music dictionary 

SohZntans h m  the 1970s. He contributed on a wide varie* of topics, such as "Avant-garde," 

"Braüle n ~ t a t i o n , ~  3-tadt," 'dallop," IY)avotte," Tabanera." Itlangfarbenmelodie,'' 

"0rga.n." T h e  Oxyrhynchus-Hymn," %eger, Max," and *Samba." 

The seminar was an eye-opening experience (1 was tben a classical violinist with 

hardly any knowledge of any music outside Western art music)- Traditional musical 

discourses in Sweden cover a wide variety of topics including popuiar music h m  the 

seventmnth century as weU as the twentieth eentury, ethnomusicology, and traditional 

archival studies of art music. However, these discourses nwer bled- Thus, Hambraeus's 



open ways of perceiving music were enonaousiy iibexating, al1 the more because a t  the time 

Hambræus's reputation in Sweden still stresseâ hia position as the leading modernist 

composer and organist during the 1950s. It waa not tmtil after a couple of lectures in 

Sweden, bemrinn;ng in 1992, that Hambraeua's scope of perception became widely 

known. This s-ar then, was not at ali what 1 had expected, Eventuaily, 1 got the strang 

feeling that the concept of World Muic-the me%ing of style6 and impulses of folk music 

and art music that ha8 occuzd throughout history--could provide answera regarding 

alternative styles that otheirtipise e ~ &  oniy on the side of the highway of the dwelopment of 

art music, The concept of Wodd Music also, in -me cases, provides an aiternative canon 

altogether- 

The part of this text dealing with historical implications of World Music is a 

rewritten and aubstantiaüy expanded version of my paper for this seminai- A debate in 

Sweden on aesthetic issues in today's art mwic during 1995 led me to read worka related to 

critichm and critical theoirg in 0th- fields CI€ the arts and to Rpnne my thoughts within the 

context of the most recent contemporary music* 1 felt that 1 could contribute to tbis 

discussion through these new sources that were free fitom the ''Adorno-modernist" discourse 

prevalent in Sweden. These inauences are expressed in this tex t  During this relatively long 

time-span I have extensively developed my notions of bow to work with the concept of Wodd 

Music. M y  initial idea was more or less exclU9ively related to how exotic aesthetic and 

musical elements came into being in art music and what moral implication3 that could have. 

Afbr having investigated more thoroughly the historical consequemes ofmodernism, 

postmodernism, and recent  dopaa an diaco~~aes, 1 aee a far wider range of applications for 

the concept of World Music. For example, it could be consïdered as ap antidote to the 

predominance of Adornian dialectica in Germany and Sweden as opposed to Denmark for 

example, where the confrontations betweea modemhm and postmodernism were never as 

difn~ult .~ World Music also reaonates atrongiy wi th  recent postmodern discourses. In these 

two contexts 1 have incorporated thoughts and ideas h m  three articles 1 have published 

during the laat two Y e a t s  in the Swedish journal on contemporary music, N a  Mu&. 



avant-garde in the works of the controversiai Swedish composers Sven-David Sandstrsm and 

Jan Saadstrtrm (not re1ated)-4 

Many composers have also diacussed their notions of World Music in p ~ t  and 1 

have become aware of how they manipulate theh conceptions of cultural boundriiiea in order 

to jus* their own aesthetics. Later in iay text 1 will discuss such composers who condemn 

approaches to World Music 0 t h  than th& own (Piem Boulez is a particularly obvious 

example). 

AU these ~umces have led me to reflect on questions relatiag to canon 

harmonic structure? 1s it the concept of the autonomous musical workF 1s there an idea of 

an unbroken chah of development? Duiing the twentieth centurg, many have implicitlg as 

well as explicitly answered "yes" to aU tbree questions! Some spokespersons of the 

modernist tradition desperately se& to exclude a i l  currents that  could be seen as 

contraclictory to more haditiond approaches- In particular, this s e d  for the modern Grail 

has consistentig excluded popular music and the musics of non-Western cultures b m  its 

domain. Donald Mitchell might exepiplifv this opinion in an illutrative way: 

We have seen, indeed. how the two great radical masters of the h t  half 
of this century, Schoenberg and  Stravinsky, guaianteed a basis f a  
continued comprehensibility? for continued comuPication, by holding 
fast to practices which might süli be meanhgfully related to 'tradition' 
(tradition in the sense of an accwnuiated eXpenence of the past, against 
which, inescapably, we listen to, and compose, our music), 'aitical' of 
h r a d i t i o n e e d  tradition-though th& innovations were7 

' .  
A straight line is believed to exist leaàing h m  Beethoven via Wagner and the 

second Viennese School to the Darmstadt serialists such as Nono, Boulez, and 

StockhausenP These assumptions form the underpinnings of the major -ad of 

contemporary musical aesthetica advanced by the spokespersons, including m y e  of what 1 

d l  hereafter d e r  to as The Grand Modemistic Canon. This tacit privileging af histoiical 

contiiiuity and progres has proven quite detrimental to our understanding of twentieth- 

cent= music, in that the role of other currents and aesthetic impulses has more or lesa 



been ignore& In this study then, I would like to present a contraatïng perspective by 

investigating the concept of World Music. 1 presuppose the conectness of Robert P- MorganPs 

d o o n  that, during the twentieth century, the musicai work " [ t ] d o r m e d  Grom an 

essentially autonomous, self-containecl entity to one suroceptible to foreign insertions [. . .J 

[and] became susceptible to a broad range of new styljstic infiasi~ns.~ However, i have also 

found that this almost Mancian notion of historiai contiauity was prevalent as well within 

parta of the ethnornusicologid communï~, This rather Euro-centric notion shines thmugh in 

the way of desciibing bistory as a continuing destruction of distinct musical (non-Western) 

cultures. Oacidental culture could indeed &ange wer time but that af the Oriemt shodd be 

protected h m  any exterd  Uinuences whatsoever. 

The extensive debate over Postmodernism-particulatiy as coaducted outside the 

musical spheie-is closely related ta the matters at hand. One prevalent opinion (but 

certainly not the o d y  opinion) is that Postmodeniism constitutes an aesthetic position 

opposed to rnoderni~m-'~ It tums out that  there are many s imihif ies  between 

Postmodernism and the concept of World Music, and, indeeà, between Postmodeinism, 

World Music, and the avant-garde. By demonstzating connections between these three 

concepts two goals will be achieve&First. it will be shown that the concept of World Music 

could contribute to a rneta-classin.cation of musicai styles, A World-Music Fiiter could show 

relationships based on factors other than musical structures: relationships based on to 

ideology and întent on the one hand and on perception and compositional technique on the 

other. Second, new light will be shed on the old European debate between the "politische 

Modernen and the uiisthetische'~odernenl~with H- Eider advocating the former and 

Theodor Adorno the latter. Whereas Adorno believed that musicPs power resided in a 

negation of society through musical structure, (%e&aRlich entsheidet  an den 

Kutwerken ,  was an M a l t  aus ihren Fonnsanihuren spiicht."), * the other side of this 

debate involved the question of how to make a more explicit critichm of society h u g h  

music with text. The relation of Kurt Weill's music to Berthold Brecht's texts is, of CO-, 

the ultimate example of that. In other words, the locus of the criticism of society resides in 



different meta-categorid domains. This disc\wsion might aeem B e  a detour in the con- 

of World Music; however, we are not dealing exclusively with bonowings of muaical material 

alien to The Grand Modemistic Canon but rather with a cultural, economic, ide0logh.i 

complex of issues. 

1 will exemple and test m y  ideas by using the styMc development of Bengt 

Hambraeus as a case study and wil l  d . s e  the concept of World Music in relation to 

Hambraeus's piece Nock~nals for Chamber Eiwemble, completed in 1990. Since Hambratus 

repreeents two ideological c a m p d e  modernist (he wru, active in the Darmstadt ritde 

during the f b t  haif of the 19Sû8) and the postmodemht (bis atyie mderwent a radical shift 

around 1970 in the postmodern direction)-his music, supported by his numerous pubiished 

discussions of his own works, constitutes an ideal foundation for an investigation in this 

respect and weIl illuatrates some of the major issues at stake. 1 d conclude my work with 

an andysis of Noctumls. My methods involve utraditionalw analyses and critical readings of 

Hambraeus's own texts relabing to this piece. 

Although Bengt Hambraeus is well-known in Scandinavia, Germany and Canada, 

he has not received public recognition equivalent to that accoided some of his European 

colleagues h m  the same generatiop. 1 must here point out that 1 am persondy acquainted 

with Bengt Harnbraeus, The advantages of knowing the composer must be talten into 

consideration. Hambraeus has on numerous occamions told me about his &tic, scholdy 

and personal Me, and has often provided me with iofonnation that otherwise would have 

been conceale& 1 wi l l  try to avoid too many personal reflections with  regard to this 

fkiendship, however. and WU d e d y  indicate the personal nature ofparticular comments as 

necessary. 

The opening quotations remind us that we are in di5cult waters where personal 

opinions oftea pass as eternal truths. This is obviously not so and 1 dl not pretend to such 

intentions in the text; on the contrary, 1 believe that this topic is too large to encompass in a 

systematic way. But, I also strongly believe that this project deserves to be undertaken 

(although, for now, in the form of a Maatei's thesia). 



The Concept of World Music 

And if the word World Music means anything a t  aU today it would be as 
a new reawd-ahelf label, 

(Peter Pannke) 

World Music as a concept is impo&t for the explantation of various twmtieth-century 

musid  phenornena but its application to virtually everg genre O& m u i c  creates an inevitable 

confusion. In the 19809, World Music was a term u s e f i  in descabhg popular music in 

M o n  with ethnic music. That fact has lead many to a generai association of the term 

exdusively with that new genre. h r d i n g  to Tom Schnabel, the teirms Wodd Music and 

World Beat were &ed in the eady 1980s when recoxd-company executives met in London 

to figure out how to market the musical melange- W e  were getting a lot of letters h m  

people who, after hearing the music on the radio, were wonderhg where to find it," recalls 

Roger Armstrong, ca-director of Globestyle Records in London. we decided to c d  it Wodd 

Music to indicate to both mtailera and consumers where you could fhd it in ~ h o p s . " ~  

Schnabel's d a t i o n  of World Music is "simply that which cornes to us h m  other cultures." 

Wodd Beat is *a modern version of the same music, studio-produced and more rbythmically 

Another m a t  use of the tenn treata World Music as synonymous with folk music. 
' .  

A search over the Intemet indicates that t h  is absolutely the predominant definition. This 

is also illustrated in recotd stores around the world where traditional folk music is found in 

the often large section of the store c d e d  World Music? 

World Music bas also k e n  m e d  witbin an art-mwic context, Two main kinds of 

distinctions are possible, one refeatog to the material, for example, the use of non- 

traditional scales, rhythmical pattern (as found, for example, in some music by Messiaen), 

micro intervals, or aesthetic concepta alien to Western art music such as repetitive =non- 



developin&' structures (kr example music by Stwe Reich); and one refbhg to an extra- 

musical context, for example, the idea of mnh'ng music hr the whole world (for instance, 

Stockhausen's Tarnirsik) or diffezept c o ~ t i o n s  of combinations of these two 

distinctions. Essentially, we are moving into the old territory of autonomy in muaicc 

Accordhg ta ingrid Ritach's comprehensive study h m  198 1, "Ziu Idee der Welt- 

rnu~ik ,"~  the Cierman word WeltmusW' was introduced iato modern usage in the eaxly 

1970s by Rliilhehz Stockhausen and is m d l y  asmciated with art music. The Angio- 

Amencan tenn W o d d  Musicw &ou& a direct translation. refeirs more &n ta popular 

muaicc Fritsch maltes a dhthdïox~by iirn'np W e I t m ~  only in association with art music. 

According to het definition, World Music" ia used to denote the coexhtence of different 

musical cultures, while Weltmusir has the meaning of a global new music, that is, a new 

kind of art music, ushg elementa of uexoticw musias niming to become a global music 

cuiture." 1 s h d  not follow Fritsch's distinction: recent use of the two tenna indicates a more 

Liberal and thus more confiising interpretation. World Music tends more and more to be 

synonymous with folk music or popuiar music in fusion with folk music. The German tenn 

"Weltmusik" is also changing its rnenning in public usage, becaming more synonymous with 

folk music.m s 

JeamJacques Nattiez's image of the tripartition-the poietic level, the neutral level 

and the esthetic levelW-is particulariy usefùl in this context: In which of these regions is the 

World Music concept situated? As a debberate idea of the composer, in the actual music in 

terms of rhythmical patterns or non-art musical scales or, in the listenerd perception of the 

work? AU three are possible a i  sep*&ate entities or in dinerent constellations and as such 

are important for inteipretation and analysis. 



The noise level increased on July 31 [1683], when the C h r i s t b  
musicians were ordered to play wàile the Turks were dohg the same 
thing, wïth the battle raging ai i  the while and with each uide registdng 
scorn for the muàc of the other. This ancien t(rgime battlmf-the-bands 
seems to have eatablished the reputation 6 r  the noisemaking, jangjing 
ideriority of the Turlo'rsh music in the Euopean mind once and for all, 
The TurLish musiciana making a racket (to the European mirid, at 
least) outside the walls of Vienna prwed to be an unkgettable image of 
besieged -dom, and it lingered in the popular imagination fbr 
more than a œntuigtuigm - 

(Jonathan Bellman) 

Since the eariy twentieth eenturp, the texm World Mugicm has been used extensively in 

Germanic sperrlnng areas by composers and musicologists such as: George Capellen (1869- 

1934) in the early twentietb c e n w  Rnrlbeinz Stockhausen,21 Kurt Nemetz-Fiedler, and 

Dieter Schnebel around 1970; and Bengt Hambraeua d d g  the 1980s. Some two hundred 

years before Stackhausen and Hambraeus, Johann Mattbeson found applications for the 

texm Weit-Music," but he used it as a synonym for Boëthius's concept of m u s k  r n ~ r r d a n u . ~ ~  

Capellen was the 6rst  to use the term in a way .oimilar ta StockhausenJs: in reference ta 

Western art music with idluences h m  eûotic music. Accordhg to Peter Pannke, CapellenJs 

notion of W e l t r n d  was "an exotic romanticism, a mixed style, that is neither European or 

exotic, where the exotic peculiaiities were talren iato account without forgetting about the 

European fouadation-"= However, World Music d&ed as the blend of musics £rom different 

cultures is, of course, a much older phenornenon than the term itseK J. E- Scott provides us 

with just such a very early example. In 204 BC. the cult of the Great Mother, Cybele, was 

brought to Rome h m  its center in Phrygia, Their musicai instruments, pipes, cymbals, and 

tambourines, eventually became popuhr there- Scott &ers to another, less successful, 

cultural clash: In 167 B.C. Gseek musickm who visited Rome were laughed off the stage 

during a peifimnance.% Inchci, the foundations for the present discussion of Wodd Music 

were laid thousands of y e m  aga 



During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries t h e  was a sienificant Turkish 

idluence in the arts, of&n refeILed ta as alh turaz. These idluences could serve as a case 

study for this kind of m u s i d  bleiiding- Examples of dlo turm are found in the h a l e  of 

Mozart's FiRh = o h  Concerta and in the mamh section of the last movement of Beethoven's 

Ninth Sgmphony. The Turkiah influence gives us a good illustration of the mech- of 

World Music in action- In his book Zhe Style Hongn,is ia the MusCc of Weeten Eu-, 

Jonathan Beilman describes the rise of the Turkish Style in Vienna, daimhg that it 

became. in the han& d Haydn i d  M m ,  the first stindardized tongue for E ~ o t i o s m . ~  

The TurLish Style eventually gave .way to the Hungarian Style which a h a d  the pmperty of 

representing the ethnic Othex and .similnrly would ultimately become a part of the cornmon 

Viennese musical language. These exotic influences were fashionable rather than authentic- 

The Turkish influences were, according ta Bdlman, initially transfened durùig the Siege of 

xenna in 1683 and later transformed according ta the public fmtasy, for very few people 

had actually heard the Turks-wthe Turkish Style was thus almoat entirely the product of 

the European imagination-"g This example illustrates how a mnic image could be 

transformed into a lasting concept and as such could dnrifP. fundamental notions relating to 

World Music which Fritsch rslh %~tismus."n Later during the nineteenth centuxy other 

exotic places received composers' attentions as exempliîîed by the "Chinese melodies" in 

Mahler's Das Lied wn der Erde as well as by many eighteenth and seventeenth-century 

ria the system of knowledge about the Orient, the Orient is less a place than a topos, a set 

of references, a congeries of characteristica. that seems to have its origin in a quotation, or a 

fragment of a text, or a citation h m  some one's work on the Orient, or some bit of previous 

imaginïng, or an amalgam of ail these."" In the case of alZu tum the dominating feature 

would be the march with percussive &exta; regardïng the impression of Chinese music, it 

would be pen tatonicism. 



The more meamrable uae ofexotic elementa during the twentieth centurg 

developeà, accoidiag to Fritsch, under the umbtella ofethnomusicology-the scientific 

approach- Composw!rs were ushg more diable sources instead of deformecl collective cuiturai 

memories. Bart& and Messiaen are examples of this later appmach-Bartok tbrough hi9 

ethnomusïcologicai studiea, Messiaen's appniach was lPimilar in that he used scientSc 

sources but different in that he found the tianscaptions in a music dictionary. I will return 

to a discussion of the 'scient& approachn later in this text but now continue to a closer 

arialysis of the different ide- &unding World Music- 

I& F~tsch's Four Classes of World MuWC 

1 start out by asking, Can we continue to organize...? The word implies 
that pieviousiy we could organize these things? 

(Jean-François Lyo tard) 

Ingrid Fritsch tries to classify different types of World Music, with thme of her four 

categorizations comprishg some aspects of the idea of using music as a means of unithg 

dinerent cultures: 

1. World Music as  music for the whole e 6 -  Global music as making ail 
musical cultures become closer to each other. 

2. World Music as  a concept of uninf9tion. Inciuded hem are different 
types of syntheses and symbioses: 

a) the idea of in'dutlandish style &ed by -tic dements. 
represented by Capden and, to some extent, al- by Loeb. 

b) the idea of a trans-national and timeless music in which equal 
elements fimm all  people coexist, Stockhausen's concept in Telemu&, 
and also in Hymnen is an example of thia utopia that &O a n i e s  
political implications. 

3. Wodd Music a s  a new musicu mwrdorta. many works by Cage and his 
followers, 27ae h m  HM by La Monte Young, and a h  eventudy 
Stockhausen's ZbkrWs-melodies or wen SUucs are expressions af 
transcendental approaches, that go bacir at least to Charles Ives. This 
is also representativ of a new dgioai ty  with modest pantheistic traits. 



4- Wodd Mu& as the music that di dominate the eaith: the 
overpowering f h i g n  mu&, that by Nemetz-Fiedlez very naiveiy as an 
immanent criteria that  lies fàr ahead, ïs a h  an econornical fkctSL 

Fritsch's categorizations are chailengîag and indeed novel. However, her 

classification h, h m  a methodological point of view, vety con£used, since categories one 

thmugh three are connected through derence to the composer's intention as w d  as by the 

musical materials. Categories 2b and 3 focus more or lesa exclusively on the composer's 

intention (the Poietic level in Nattiez's terminology), categories 1 and 2a on the musical 

matenal (the NeuePl level), and Ltegory 4 partiy on the paapt ion  of the music (the 

Esthesic Ievel) and partIy on the Adormian ide* ofsocbemnomic cultural context. I w d d  

like to suggest a simplet c i d c a t i o n  Qejarthg from two unmintakable notions: idea and 

musicai material. These notions are then combined in M e r e n t  constellations: fiftt, 

regarding the composei's intent, unintentional proeess, and the neutml level and second, 

what these intentions are and the audience's reception, Nnming and redc?nning night not 

provide MY immediate solutions at ail but ratàer might serve as a preliminarg point of 

departure. 1 WU thw expand upon Bohlman's opinion that 

[flolk music appears in art music in two ways [...]. In the 6rst of these, 
the integrity of the pieces of fallr mwic remaim. [...] In contrast, the 
composer may seek not &maintain the extemal integrity of a piece of 
folk mwic but rather to penetrate the essence of folk Song style and to 
appropriate this essence fôr the composition of art m ~ s i c . " ~  



The intemal vadi ty  of a cultural interpretation answers ta demaad+- 
our own demande-of completeness, af fuilneas. [.J Abo, siPce we can 
never becorne members of the cultures we study, that is, native9-since 
the fOfeieDIIesa of cultuma dhtant h m  our own always mnninn-6u.r 
inteipretations wi l l  always atcive fTot greater completenesa. 'Cultural 
analysis," Geertz w r i ~ ,  ï s  inbansically inc~mple te?~  

(Gary Tomlinson) 

Los von der Tyrannei des L e i t t o ~ ! ~  

From the composerd perspectives, the concept of World Music could simply be descnbed as 

an infinite source of m u s i d  material and as a way of escaping firom compositional dead 

ends, The criais at the end of the nineteenth century waa severe. Donald Mitchell seta the 

boundaries too namwly when he asserts that the posuibilities =opened up by the 

rediscovery of follrsong, in Eact, must stand dongside neo-classin'nm and serial technique as 

the third and last of the 'answed to the question: Wow to go on?' ('T'hem is scarcely a 

composer in the &st haif of this century who has not allied himseif to one of these 'schools,' 
s 

sometimes to more than one.)"s For Friedrich Blume, the goal of making 'a universal 

language that embracea al l  humanity and eraaes all  differences in station and culture [...]"= 

was accomplished during the Classical period with a great deal of help h m  folk music or 

rather the image of im Volkston. But f a n g  ia only a small part of the World Music m e .  

Even a mervat ive  composer Camille Saint-Sa&s stated: 

Music has now reached its limit in regard to its developrnent- Tonality 
and the modern harmony is close to death. The old keys depart fiam the 
focus of attention, and they are followed by the keys of the Orient that 
off" an immense varietyen 

The crisia had to be deait with in aome way, but no standard method was 

available. Each composer had to h d  his own persona1 route- Debwsy, for example, writes 

in a ietter to his teacher Emest Guiraud: 



@ have] no faith in the supremacy of the C major acaie. The tonal d e  
must be d c h e d  by othes d e s ,  Nar am 1 miaed by equal 
temperament, Rhythms are stining. Rh- m o t  be contained 
within bars. It h nonseme to speak of 'simple' and 'cornpouad' time. 
There should be an interminable fiow of both- Relative keys are 
nonseose, too, Music is neitàer major aor minm. Minor thirds and major 
thirds should be combined, modulation fhus beer,minp more flexible. The 
mode is that which one happens to ch- at the moment. It ia 
inconstant. There mu* be a balance betrpeen mudical demands and 
thematic wocation. Themes suggest theh orchestral abring-* 

When an artiat's creativity was gohg nowhere, the use of exotic elements became one way 

out, As Dale Caige bas n o t d  -y. dowing the var iou  musics of 0th- cultures to rejuvenate 

them composers can avoid compositional dead ends, New possibilities are constantly before 

them."3B Three examples wi l l  i l lutrate how camp-rs seem to have conceiveci of this issue 

and how different parameters have attracted différent composers. 

Béla Bartok is a twentieth-centurg example of an ethnomusicologist whose studies 

determined the musical language ofhis own compositiona. Unlilte his predecessors, he chose 

not to set the Eastern European folk rrongs he studied ta nineteenth-century harmonies but 

rather tried to make new harmonies using the modal structure of the songs themselves.4 

Most of his works did not use authentic folk tunes, but instead were based on newly 

composed melodies. More mcently, Gy6rgy Ligeti became attracted in particular to the 
s 

rhythmial aspects of wtic music. In 1982 a student of Ligeti's presented him with music 

fkom Centfal Aûica. Today Ligeti considers hjmseif ta have experienced something similar ta 

Debussy who in 1889 heard a Gamalan ensemble.41 Ligeti's 1982 expedence transformed his 

musical styie radidiy. This ia m d e s t e d  in his Eifteen (as of October 1995) etudes for piano 

(19824" The most fascinating aspect of the Aâcican music for Ligeti was the way in which 

complex polyrhythmïc structures could coexist with the help of a verg qui& basic pulse (up to 

600 beats per minute).u Messiaen a b  learned about an exotic culture h m  the European 

s o i .  The Indian rhythms, apparent in so many of bis works, were displayed in the 

expressed in Gagahx h m  the orchestrai piece Scpt Huikui, was &awn h m  a recordhg 

with traditional Japanese court music. 



W e  are not ody dealing with the bomming of musical material but al#, with the 

borrowing of insanimenta, A prominent example of this is the way in which the use of the 

instnunents of the permssion family developed and expanded duiing the twentieth centurg. 

Changing its function h m  a provider of d t a r y  or festive connotations (snare &um) or of 

extra emphasis of the basa (timpanii, the percussion battery grew due to the importation of 

foreign instrumenta and gained a position as a self-sufficient group of instruments- Today, 

the use of Chinese blocks or a tam-tam does not automaticaily carrg any foreign 

connotations. These instruments have bearme part of the cuitural heritage. There stiU exht 

different ways tu a p p d  folk-music material h m  the poietic level, 

While Fritsch isolates two main groups of World Music compoaers-those whose 

music takes on the v e q  essence of the music they study ("scien~c"), and those who merely 

quote or imitate foreign music within their own We&ern tradition (Eicotismus)-thïs 

distinction becornes less usefiil conaïdering that BarthYs music is no more folk music than 

Brahms's or  Ligeti's, By separating two types of composers-the scientist and uexoticist'- 

from the aitist whose aim is to create new structures, we are dealing with the same kind of 

phenornenon. I n  this reapect, all composers using exotic musical materiai, regardless of 

whether their sources are actually d&ned by scientSc solllces or &t as a transformed 

collective image, are basically doing the same thing. The major Merence instead can be 

found in the way the composers ta& about their music and how the Att World, to use 

George Dickie's very useful term, peiiceives of the extra-musical content of the music.* In 

many cases, the way composers d e r  to a particuiar method of selecting material is simply a 

justification of their mm morai and aesthetic standpoints. It is now politically more 

bendual to daim to include "authentic" fallr material instead of presenting a cultural 

filtering of -tic matesial. 



[...] the reason why 1 studied Indian music is that 1 consider it a s  the 
highest of all  musical traditions, It seem8 ta contain so much, it oocupiea 
itseit with 'F',instimmung,' Aii these -t ragas, di these diffèrent 
intervals: it is an astanishing cornplex of pitches-the high standard of 
@ormance practice, these vocal traditions that they have developed, 
are simply a m a z i n g 4 e  uninterrupted drone notes, the tambours, the 
actuaiity, tha t  these overtones have [..-] And when 1 listened ta a tape 
with Pandit Pran Nath, 1 fd t  completely char that 1 had to atudy with 
him, Yet, 1 must here make char that my study of this music is 
something -t thm my own musicCa 

(LaMonte Young) 

The debate on Stravinsky versus Schoenbezg initiated by Adorno has long since been 

neutralized, although it is still âeequently r e f d  to. In relation to World Music, the 

distinction between the two is stiU valid. Robert P. Motgaa, for example, concludes that of 

the two compoaers, Stravinsky was ahead of his tirne in the sense of breaking with the 

Western tradition and introducing new foieign aspects ofeompo~ition.~~ With Stravinslcy 

one cannot speak of the tradition at all, but only of a tradition [,,.],"a This statement could 

be read against Fredric Jarneson's proclamation of Schoenber& music as ïnnovative 

plnnificatîon [sic]" and Stravinskfs b kational eclecticism,"a Morgan's iemark is 

conûmned by the way composera such as Schoenberg perceive themueives to be part of the 

continuum of art music as historicd development and progreas. One famous example is, of 

course, Schoenbeqfs article "National Music (2)" fiiom 1931 in which he gives a Iist of bis 

"teachers" h m  music history (Ba*, Mozart, Beethoven, Wagner, and Brahms) and what 

each of them taught him." 

Music without clear formal harmonic àevelopment was quite a fore@ concept 

withîn the Western art-music tradition h m  the Renaissance through the e d y  twentieth 

cent-. Schoenbeq(s comment that he had '[..-] obsented numemua negative merits [in the 

New Music], such as: pedal points [...], ostinati, sequences, [,,.) and a kind of polyphony, 

substituting for counterp~int"~~ is r e d y  just a Iast caU for a fàding tradition. T t  is algo, 



unfortunateiy, remhkent of the ûrïental phiiologist Enreat Renan's catique that "indo- 

European is taken as the living, O- nom,  and Semitic Oiiental languages are seen 

comparatively to be irurrgBnicrgBnicWm Capellem's deadption of aiiowable novelties in ~ io t ic  music 

couid indeed be seen aa Schoenbeds Lat offàulty traits: 

[. --1 unison, organ point and ornamented music, arpeggio, giissando and 
pedal efbcta with sharp dissonances, monotonous and stezeotypical Eat- 
muias, exotic rhythm, periodization and phrasing [.,.]a 

But, contrary to what Schoenberg believed, the principle of developing variation was 

indeed chalienged by a M g  a l k a t i v e  that couid be related to World Muaie. Composers 

such as La Monte Young and Giacinto ,Ccsim illuatrate thi8 n o t i o ~  Undm tàe inspiratio0 of 

Indian philosophy, La Monte Young claimed that "timbre is G d n w  The statement implies 

the crucial importance of timbre, produced by a single tone with its overtone spectnun: T feel 

intuitively that these piinciples of timbral vibration correlate with the vibration of 

uni~erse."~ Interestingly enougb, Young does not seem to consider slow meditative motions 

to be Asian musical traits: 

Musical idluences 1 can divide into American, European, East European 
if you want to place Bart6k in a separate category, and Eastern-not 
just Indian but Gaguku and gamelan too- The American line begins 
with the slow harmonic mwement of cowboy songs, then in high s c h d  
Amerïcan Indian music, wbjch is very static as  opposed to the dynamic, 
directional, chnactic form of classicai Indian music.m 

La Monte Young's description is remarkable for at least two reasons: Fïrst, how is 

it possible to group Indian and Japanese music together? The differences in aesthetia and 

musical content between the two are vast," But they both represent the only acceptable 

ethnomusicological regions seen h m  the Western perspective in their proper aesthetic 

documentation in writing- Secondly, his description of Inrünn music sounds as if it could 

constitute an ideal case of Developing Variation, Any composer's own views should be 

approached with extreme caution. To conceive of Youn$s music as being influenced by 

Indian thinh'ng is ta oversimpliry: '[,..] my own music is my own music. It is in any case not 

Indian music. My studies of Indian music is a different matter. 1 want to keep theae two 

musical systems as pure as po~sible,"~ 



The Ttaiïan compoeer Giacinto S d s i  abo confronteà the treatment of a single tone 

in his works and received influences h m  numerou3 travels amund the world, His travels to 

Tibet and India weie of parti& muriic?nl importance, The reaulting compositions, such as 

Quuttm p d  chi4ecwu, su wur notu mkr for Chamber 0rcheat-m (1959), f- on the 

variation of a single note or chor&= As such his later style has gained ita place in the history 

of contemporary art music, especially in tenns dits influence on M i  -ml 

corn poser^.^ S d s i  waa devastatingiy critical of Western music, particularly dits piunary 

focus on structure and scant heed of =the sonomus iaws of energy and on M e  itsel£--l Thus, 

it is not surprishg that mnny O£ his worka d e c t  a complete iack of a fonnal develapment in 

the Western sense. With Seelai's atatements we are approaching music's extra-musical 

discursive properties. 

The more one is able to leave one's culturai home, the more easily is one 
able to judge it, and the whole wodd as wd, with the spiritual 
detachment and g e n d t y  necessary fim true viaion, The more easily, 
too, does one assess oiiesel€ and alien cultures with the same 
combination of intimacy and distance.@2 

(Edward W. Said) 

[...] the musical work W not merely what we used to caU the "text?; it i a  
not m d y  a whole w m p d  of "etructuresW Q pdm,  in any case, to 
wEite of (L~n6gur~tiona'?. Rather, the work is also constituted by the 
pmcedures that have ehgendered it (acts of composition), and the 
procedures to which it gives rise: acts of interpretation and peiiception.m 

(Jean- Jacques Nattiez) 

The use of World Music related concepta did not only arhe out of the quest for a new musical 

language howwer. For eïghteenth and nineteenthantauy composers, the use of f o k  music 

elements was also, as mentioned above, a manifestation of nati0naiism.a Some composers 

today are more concerned with creating a global music. For many, in fact, unifPng the wodd 



with a global music ia the plmaxy motivation, The idea rather than the ancrete product 

(the music) begins to predominate within the dwcourse ofcomposerrr and critics. Bartok was 

far ahead of his time when he fonnulated his concern for global unifiration: %y tnie ideal is 

[. ..] the brotherhood of al l  peoplea, the establishment of a brotherhood despite aii  w- and 

contentions.- Beethoven's use ofschilleis "Ode an die Freude" in his Ninth Symphony 

exposed a 'iimilar approach some hundred years earlier. 

RsrrlheUlz Stockhausen ia a crucial figure in the history af Wodd Music- EIis 

electronic piece TeCern& combines different authentic musics, ofkm distorted, for example, 

Japanese traditional music and electnWc music, He rede5nes pdyphony, as a 'qualitatidy 

determinable concept-as a polyphony of styles, times, and areas,"= and describes 

Telemusik as: 

1 want to corne doset to a dieam: to take a step firrther in the ditection 
not to write 'my' music, but inritead music fbr the whole earth, hr all 
countries and races [..-] Telemueik is not a collage any longer. Instead- 
through inter-modulations between old 'discovered' objecta and new* 
created with modern electronic means-a higher ui ty  results: A 
completeneas h m  past, present, and future, fimm far distanced 
coutries and 'rooms': TekmusUk,~ 

seems to consider himscllf capable of making music for ail humanity by mixing aL1 sorts of 

music togethet, thus creating a kind of musicai redemption. The idea is admirable but 

incredibly naive and raises many questions. It is dïîlicult to get something of Stockhausen's 

intentions out of the piece without knowing of this dedaration, for the music itself does not 

communicate in any syntactic way. Stockhausen's d d p t i o n  sounds like an attempt to 

justifg some politically comect notions thmugh the World Music- In that respect he is no 

different fiom Bart& The three examples here, Beethoven, Stockhausen, and Bart&, 

represent three dinerent approaches to the musical material, but for aU three, the verbal 

comments about the music or the notions expresseci by the text are crucial, What agencies 

are in operation when a liatener perceives any Wodd Music content without statements h m  

the composer or if any direct quotationa or more remote influences are not audible? According 

to Brian Ferneyhough, 'there would be at leaat some receptive vectors [indications in the 



music] rnobilised able to point this k t  out to the aware and reasonably informed listener-% 

This is not redy the case in the works referred to here except bt Beethoven's use of 

Schiller% text, Stockhausen's and Bartok's commenta seem instead to be motivated by a 

self-awareneas paradigm-in this case, the idea of global unity-that ia not properly 

addressed in the art work itaeif(Beeth0vep uses a t e .  in bis symphony). In other words, the 

comments are i m p d  upon a work of art in ~ r d e r  to evoke a sympathetic reading of the 

work in question'lacking all comection to the periception or the function of the work. 

To reject a work of this kind, which may well seem to be beautifd in the 
old style, can be a painfiil expeiienœ h r  the critic, conseious as  he is of 
tbe past- But he must, in his own small way, make his stand, and say 
No to the lie that is impkit in the use, however masterfiil, of a hguage  
which has lost the power of meaningfiù speech. One must say No to 
Richard Straws's A&ed~&nie, foz instance, on this ground alone, and 
to many another ofhia works, even the better ones, where a n;m;lar au 
of complete unreality pervades his grandiose rhetoricm 

(Donald Mitchell) 

[.. -1 every position on postmodernism in cul-whethpr apologia or 
stigmatization-is also at one and the aame time, and mmssurily, an 
implicitly or expiicitly political stance on the nature of multinational 
capital- t0day.m 

(Frednc Jameson) 

In the 1950s the avant-garde David Tudor was asking for a new notational system.71 

H e  felt that the traditionai mensural system unreasonably limited the possibilitiea of new 

music. Instead, he suggested a new system built h m  Chinese ideogrammatic notation. A 

certain complicated piocesa or thought should be expressible in terms of a single sim. 

According to Tudor, Western musical notation is oniy a pendant to written language, which 

obtains m e d g  only through more or less cornplkateci combinations of alphabetic units. 

The dîsadvantage in music is that what we hear as a unity is much more dîf6cu.k ta read on 



paper, Are those only w o d  h m  the foremost avant-garde pinnint at  the time aiming at  

M e r  break wi th  tradition? Are there fimdamental simikit ies between the concepts of 

avant-garde and Wodd Music? 

Since 1 have spent some tirne chdenging the notion af Developing Variation as the 

oniy foundation of formal stnictue by giving examples of alternative procedures, a cl- 

look at  the concept of modemhm is jwtified. Musical modernism ha3 devdoped through the 

notion of a continuous histoncd deveiopment, M u s i d  modernism is a h  cbseiy connecteci 

to Schoenberg et son hie, Andre& Huysaen's &scription of the d t  of modernism's 

canonization (for exampie, the wap modernism ha% gaiped control in institutious 3uch as 

universities and broadcaating companies in Europe)- s u m m h  the ideological conflicts in 

play= 

Modernist iiteratum since Flaubert is a persistent exploration of and 
encounter with language. Modernist painting since Manet ia an equally 
persistent elaboration of the medium itself: the aatness of the canvas, 
the structurïng of notation, paint and b d w o r k ,  the piobiem of the 
fiame, [..,) M y  by fort@ing its boundnries, by maintainhg its puaty 
and autonomy, and by avoiding anp contamination with mass culture 
and with the systems of evezyday Iife can the art work 
maintain its adversary stance: adversary to the b o u m  culture of 
everyday Me as well as adversatg to mass culture and entertainment 
which are seen as  the primary fonns of bourgeois cultutal articulati~n.~ 

Privatauaühnuigenn or Milton Babbitÿs argument h m  bis article 'Who Cares if you 

Li~ten?,'''~ that the czeation and reception of art have little or nothing to do with each other. 

But today, in most musical communitiea, Adorno's negative diabctics sound only ironic, They 

reverberate in the description of a-concert of contempoiary music in Amsterdam in 1982 

where the audience laughed a t  a piece featuring ciusters %ot because the cluster was so 

modern and daring, but because i t  was so 01d--~"~ Theg also reverberate in the 

wonderful scene in Woody Allen's 6lm Manlurttun in which Diane Keaton describes a 

sculpture-a steel c u b f  d g  a visit at a museum: "that is brilliant-it was very 

textural-it had a marveloua kind of negative capability." It is particuldy in con- iike 

this that Nattiez's tripartition become important: The moàernist camp forgets about the 



complicated reiationahip between intention and reception-between different leveb of 

discourse. Linda Hutcheon's important notion of unintentional irony also passes by 

~nnoticed.~ Her d a t i o n  of Uony ia not simply 30 aay one thing but mean the opposite," 

but instead disatases iruny in terms of: 

the making or idking of merning in addition to and diffèrent h m  
what is stated, together wi th  an attitude toward both the said and the 
unsaid. The move is usually tngeered (and then directed) by connictual 
textual or contextual evidence or by markets which are soQally agreed 
upon. [...] irony is the intentional trammision of both intomnation and 
evaiuative attitude other than what is espliatly presentecLn 

As an example Hutcheon reférs to her own iateipretation of Umberto Eco's novel 

FoucauZt's PeduZwn which ahe interprets as an ironization of Michel Foucadt's n<c Oroler of 

h i n g s .  Eco of course denies this interpretation. Hutcheon continues: 

Obviously hn i s t s  and interpreters of h n y  can meet on any number of 
different terrains: rhetorical, Linguistic, aesthetic, social, ethical, cultural, 
ideological, professional, and so on, but at the most basic and g e n d  
level, discursive communities are constituted by shared concepts of the 
n o m  of comm~ca t ion :  "a set of niles p r e d i n g  the anditions fk 
productions and reception of meanings; which specify who can daim to 
initiate what top& under what circumstances and with what 
moddities (how, when, why).- 

The situation of musical mdernism gïves dear examples of contradictions 

particulariy now when the terrain h p  changed drastically. The foiloning incompatible 

notions of Adorno's often appear in combination: i) The tendencies of the musical material 

should determine the compositional process; ii) The concept of Stimmigkeit, that is, the 

consistency or "correctneas" of the musical ideas, as being important in detennining an 

artwork's place in saciety (for Adorno, this was twelve-tone music); iii) Music, like a Moruzcl, 

shouid negatïvely minu,r s a 5 e ~ .  ~ ~ n ~ u e n t l ~ ,  music should mimr  aociety in a negative 

way by being composed in a mannez up to date with the Grand Modemistic Canon. This 

oniy worked for a few years in Europe during the 1950s and 60%- Instead, a later aesthetic 

has to ded with the orthodoxy of H . .  Culture. A meeting point for World Music and post- 

modernism is in fàct the clash with modernism. As expiessed by Belhan, "The Style 

Hongmis represents the 6rst wholesale and conscious embrace of a populai music associated 

with a lower mcietal caste by the composers and listenera of more formal, schooled 



Popular culture and folk music have the same hction in relation to Hi& Cul- its 

negation. In the pcetmodern 30Ciety this negation has developed into a new Eigh Culture. 

Brian Femeyhough dPar_iibes the situation as follows: 

[... the] pseudo-tolerant Postmodern ailows you to incorporate anytbhg 
eztxpt explicitly 'Modernist' traits, so the cunent state of 'Darmstadt 
New Music' might be seen as pruvïding its own harmless counter- 
balance to this d u i o n  by aasembling dusively Modembt elements 
into a quasi-postmodern farm of non-teleolonil#l assemblage of symbalic 
iconsam 

Femeyhough seems to beiieve that Modernism Éoday represents only a kind of stylistic 

entity for Hobby Cultural Critique-with no aim or power to change or even minor society. 

This is of course an intereshg p&t but histaricany inadequate. The modernist hegemony 

regarding the composition of art music was expressed very clearly by Boulez: T assert that 

any musician who has not experienced [.,.) the n d t y  for the dodecaphonic language is 

useless. F h  whole work is ùrelevant to the needs of his e p ~ c h . " ~ ~  Eowever the Modernist 

camp's incorporation of outlandish musics, which 1 hereafter wi l l  refer to as Token Musîca, is 

indeed worthy of studg: Tùe uitimate ilIustration of this is the way in which John Cage was 

accepted by the Darmstadt School in 1958 when he e s t  was invited as a teacher. Cage's 

indeterminate antiimusic exhibiteci no structurai simihities to the serial music that was 

then the prevaüing style in ~armsGdt.e Although ha vas not appreciated by everyone in 

Europe, some important Euopean scholars, including Heinz-maus Metzger, provided him a 

firm base of support witbin the musical estabi;-crhment. In 1958, for example, Metzger de- 

fended Cage h m  a critic's attack by cornparhg hh development of prepared piano 

techniques with the invention of the violin mute, Howwer, 1 become suspicious when 

someone with a distinctly anti-establishment approach is embraced by the predominantly 

intellectual community as his approach to composition, Another example relates to how two 

very different non-European musics-Indian music and Japanese music-have been 

featured at  the Darmstadt festivals and have become Token Ethnological M u s h  within its 

canon. Ravi Shankar had aiready paid a visit to Darmstadt in 1957 and demonstrations of 

Japanese traditional instruments were being given as late as during the 1990s- Even the 



very closed and conservative wodd of Dannatadt-and thus the institutionalued 

moderaism-deeds an emergency exit in that there should be Jome music that ia exbcinsic. 

This is done to balance the important moàernWt aesthetics of today, New Complexity, Neo- 

modernism, Cornputer Music etc. But, what is more important, the inclusion of this Token 

Music should also manifest the ptevailing modernist concept of composition against the 

aesthetic Other- 

Indeed, it is very important for a commdty  to have a music dits own and an incoigoration 

of other musics vitaiizes the prwalent discourses. One possible expianation for the procesa 

of incorporation bas been proposed by Brian Ferneyhough. If Western art music ia "assum- 

h g  the dynamic development of meam as a prereqiiisite of &rdeJpvity, and fiuther 

assuming the utiliw ofseSdÊirivity in eatabliahing a àirect aitical connection between 

Society and artistic means. then the Western art musiepadition seema [...) to represent the 

sole adequate vehicle for this approach developed until the present."" Thus, under ideai 

circumstances, postmodernism, in the eyes of Ferneyhough, b a r n e s  a continuation of 

modernism througb its reflection over the musical materiai and musical history itself-as 

opposed to the interpretation of Postmodernism as a break with Modemism. This notion 

recalls John Cage's reflections on the state of sound and explains to a certain extent 

Darmstadt's fascination with Cage. 

Example 1, beghning of lngham's Secbnd Sonuta for Piano and Thpe 



I t  is vexy rmrpiining though that a composer associated wîth the most complex 

rnodernist music -y, Brian Ferneyhough, could provide us with a working mode1 for a 

pluralistic aesthetic by aelecting a styhticaiiy Merent  continuation of Modemism as his 

dehition of PostmodernWm and thus jusfifyiag Poatmodernism within the ModernWt camp. 

One of the most emphatic examples of Ferneyhough's notion 1 have encountered appears in 

some music of the former Femeyhough -&nt and prof-? of composition a t  Univeisity of 

Melbourne, Australia-Steve Ingham, Th- aie two understandings of Ingham's music and 

how it is situated with respect to the cantemporary music establishment in general- On the 

one hand he ig the bad boy who manages to sneak in t b u g h  the Darmstadt festival's back 

door under the auspices of musicha who like bis music. in 1996, for example, his new 

organ pieœ, Mamordah Me&, was not scheduied in the main program book but was 

added to the Swedish organist Hans-OIa Eaicsaon's LeCita1 program at a verp late stage. The 

other, and less intriguing, interpretation of Ingham's presence and aesthetic position, and 

this is a h  Femeyhough's belief,# is that he redy  represents avant-garde art in bis 

treatment of the common musics-musica that surround us everyday-such that we are 

forced to reflect over these common musics while they are kept positioned as a music of the 

Other- There is clear evidence for boa interpretations, His Second Sonata for Piano and 

Tape (example 1, the bea'nn;ng of the sonata) shows ?n'milniities wi th  the organ work and 

could easily be considered kitsch after a short ïistenïng session. The sounds on the tape are 

standard commercial, pie-fabricated syntheaizes sounds. But interpreted in light of the 

explanation presented in the composer's liner notes, this piece couid fit into the classicaï 
O .  

stance of the modemistic canon, in Anàreas Huyssen's words: uadversary to the bourgeois 

culture of everyday Me as w d  as adversary to mass culture and entertainmenf-but in the 

music, this notion is 80 hidden that an ordinary listenes might appreciate only the super- 

ficid charms of this piece. The piano exposes tonal sequences remini_4eent of chiïdren'a songs 

accompanied by the tape that includes standard commercial synthesizer sounds. His own 

comments about the piece clearly diustrate the new situation regarding progressive 

composers' relationships to terms such as modernism and avant-garde. 



What do we understand by YAi_u?nrd" in music bday? S d y  the laigely 
middle-clasa audience fbr concert hall mu& in thir countzy [Britain] in 
1992 is no longer actually ahocked or dénded by, aay, a major aeventh 
or, indeeà, by a tone cluster. In Eact, simple pitch aggregatea have had 
theV semantic potency progmmively eroded wer the past decades, to a 
point where systems of composition based on atomistic pitch 
manipulationa seem largely inelevant to p-t needs. To take their 
place, many composers, m y d  included, have tarned to genre-based or 
styiistic dia3ecticrr, in which hwtorical dererrce%, pastiche and 
cohnta t iom of musicai language provide the diiving force and supply 
the underlybg argument, [...] In the hrst [mwement], styIistic clashes 
are perhapa at their most obvious; sudden dislocations of mood and 
texture are counterpointed with the struggle of the Yail-to+human" 
pedorcmer to assert his humanity against the relentless and totally 
deterministic hachine" of the pre-iecarded material, Hanns Mer's 
Song 'Thoughts about the Red Fïag," quoted towards the end of this 
moveatent, hrts a apecisl poâpawy hr  me in this contactm 

Ingham's undesstanding of the present situation is indeed worthy of deeper analysis- 

The presence of Adorno's diaectics between art and reai lXe is important to Ingham'a 

conception. However, these dialectics do not d e r  to the conflict between a notion of an 

abstract, Monad-like, musical structure as opposed to the unf'aithfulness of r d  Me. Rather, 

Ingham's notion could be seen as a critique of modernism h m  within music itself, at the same 

t h e  opposiag the bourgeois life t b u g h  its exaggexations. This new understanding of avant- 

garde corresponds to the d a t i o n  given by Peter Biirger- Bürger makes the important 

observation that avant-garde is more fiinction than style, According to Biirger, 

[tlhe European avant-garde movements [.,,] [cm] be defined as an 
attack on the status of art in boqpois society. What is negated is not 
an earlier form of art (a style) but art as an institution that is 
unassociated with the M e  praxis of men. When the avant-gardistes 
demand that art become practical once again, they do not mean that the 
contents of works of art shodd be 80Ci811y -t. The demand is not 
raised at the level of the contenta of individual works. Rather, it directs 
itseif to the way art functions in aociety, a process that does as much to 
determine the e&ct that worh have as does the paiticular content-rn 

If we accept this interpretation (to which 1 am close ta s u b d i n g ,  chapter and versep it is 

easy to subscribe ta the idea ofpostmodernism as neo-avant-garde, and iikewise, to the 

notion ofpostmodeinism as a negation of the institutionalized modernism- 

Bürger himaeif aligm the historical avant-garde with artistic movements such as 

Dada and the neo-avant-garde with Andy Warhol's painting h m  1962-100 Campbell's 

Soup Cam. Regarding music, the interpretation must be dightly different. Although 



Stravinsky already uaed the term avant-garde in as early as 193940F the hhtorkai avant- 

garde in music must be conaidered to have devdoped d d g  the 1950s and to have reached 

its height during the 1960s- John Cage, again, is a key figure- Ar6nn Ba-Rygg goes so fàr as 

to consider Cage's music h m  the 1960s to be neo-avant-garde as well as to be the point of 

deparhue for poatmodernimn- During the 1960~1, avant-garde and postmodernism 

represented, accordlng to bRygg ,  a End of neo-avant-garde by brenh'ng down the materiai 

and wing "the hetemgeneow sounds h m  daily Mis.- Tbis inteipretation is highly 

problematic. If neo-avant-garde and postmodeinism are virhiaily the same phenornenon 

what then was the mal avant-garde movement in mu& history? In a more important way, 

Be-Ry&s assumption is badly chosen: postmodernism as a style is not about 

"heterogeneous sounda h m  daily Meu but couid be somethiag iike %eterogeneous musical 

objects h m  mantind's musical heritage and the incorporation of popular musics iato art 

music," A set of nouns associated with postmoderninm would better justify Cage's position 

as an early postmodeinist: "violation, diaruption, kentering, contradiction, amfkontation, 

and  dislocation.^ 

To sum up the discussion this fat, 1 would argue that one of the ways in which the 

Institutionalized Modernism works k through an narrowly circumscribed incorporation of 

Merent  musics within its canon. The predominant intdectual approach to musical 

discussion within the modemist camp provides us, in fact, with a way of approaching the 

musical Other-and thus establishes the foundation for a pludistic aesthetic opening-not 

in a deeper contextual sense, b u t  in an intellectual and musicai sense. However, the 

ideological spinal system of this notion is based upon the assumption of the superiority of 

Western art music as an art form. This interpretation may well work as a explanation of the 

behavior of musical modernism, although it does not work as a explanation fiom outside the 

cultural reference system of modemiam. 

In Bengt Hambraeus's excellent artide in the Swedish music dictionary Sohl-, 

he describes avant-garde both as a social movement and as being struchirally modernist- 

thz avant-garde, as etymoiogicdy derived h m  militazy terminology as the part of the troop 



being in the fronts1 For m y  purposes, thïa question of what might be considered as avant- 

garde has a greater si-cance than might &st be apparent: As noted above, I assume 

that there exists a canon of European axt music that  haa been institutionalized as a 

bourgeois art fonn in the mind of the audience and that has gained status within the 

academic institutions. This hstitutionalized art music includes the modeniiatic canon a3 

weU Now, this institution hm been under challenge, coiaciàentally (hm popuiar culture) 

and deliberately (from the avant-garde and the postmodern). Postmdernism directs its 

critichm at Modernism for its daims of etenial -th and eternd Ysublimiw with stylistic 

and ideological me-, The aame itselfpoints to the EaEt that Postmodernism constitutes a 

new culturd para- (in the Kuhnian sense) in the very p m  of differentiating itself 

h m  Modernism and Modernism's self-enciosed system of signa in which language fol& in 

upon itself. This is a h  how World Music, in its denial of the Grand Modenustic Canon, 

hc t ions ,  although its purpose initiaUy &ded in the neutral Ievel-in the demand for new 

musical material, 

Having established coanections between the pastmodern and World Music, the obvious 

objection arises: How can we explain the fact that the political branch of World Music talks 

about moral issues as if they were irdeed modernism's traits? This question is extzemely 

important. 1 suggest interconnectiom between postmodernism, avant-garde and World 

Music which in diffkrent consteilations challenge the Grand Canon h m  Machaut to 

Schoenberg and Boulez. 



Criticisrn of World M k  fiom the Neutmi Level-Folk Misic in Danger 

1 see all these gestures as dtimately being deriveci h m  the time- 
honored awrong-n~ten principle of musical exoticism, which was never 
limited to the Turkiah Style: what oor grood music does not Eavor or 
encourage, th& (whaever "thef m;Pht be, depeading on epoch, context, 
or opera plot) cnrde music probably does, or may a s  well do- This 
piinciple is the common thread nuining thzougb the pounding 214, the 
harmonie dullaess. the repeated notes, incessant thirds and fifths, and 
janglingpassage-work It p d u c e d  a kind af stglited noisemairing that 
was in direct opposition to emrythhg a dejïghtfid, elegant piece af 
Eumpean music was supposed to be, Reports h m  the walls of Vïenna 
aside. Europe would siill have had no trouble attributhg this sort of 
music to the distant Turks.a 

(Jonathan Beliman) 

As much as we might feel that Barthk is demonstrating homage to folk 
music, we must also wonder to what degree he is compelled to transpose 
the belief in vert id  complexity ao charaderistic of Westem art music to 
foik music, When he states that the simplicity of "Arabic peasant music" 
lends itself to many haxuonic posaibilities, it seems 1iLely that bis 
concept of chsiûcation derives more h m  art music than h m  the folk 
music it seeks to i n t e r ~ r e t . ~  

(Philip V. Bohlman) 

The fist quotation above suggests that non-Westem music poses a threat to Western art 
s 

music. This is, of course. not the most common version of iater-cultural exchange-it is 

supposed to go the other way around. 1 would liLe to explore in more detail whether or not 

cultural interactions a c t u d y  have a negative impact. 1 wiU describe some aspects of these 

interactions within the only ethnomuaicologicai territory in which 1 am somewhat 

knowledgeabl4wedish folk iiiu&c. 

The primary functions of music are for rite or for work-ta Mûll the needs of a 

community. (Rite here d e r s  to social events in which music has a more or less important 

fimctioa.) During the last decades, foik music has regained some ofits s t a t u  and fuoction. 

Jan-Olof Schill, for example, empbasizes that duiing the 1970s Swedish folk music re- 

emerged h m  being a  notable relic to having a fuaction within the socie@.a This is hue, but 

ody for a very smaii part of the population. The main hct ion of Swedish folk music was for 



dancing. That makea the rhythmical aspect much more important than the rnelody? Today 

this function is no longer associated with  foUt music in Western d e t y  but rather with rock 

music, not as a style but in terms of ita fimction. Without a doubt, what we c d  Western 

popular music 3hares many traita with o r d y  transmitted fOlL music. As E . &  

Britanniccr formulates tbis issue: 

Societiea posmssing popular music also have a folk music tradition--oi 
remnants thereof The partial duplication of repertories and style 
indicates such crosa-&dization that a @ven song may someümes be 
called either Yollt" or Ypopular." With deremce to music, the terms hlk 
and popular are two points on a rnustUStcai continuum, rather than 
discrete bodies ofmusic. LikewWe f o k  music bas its written sources fbr 
tranambsîon as weüP . 

Folk music se- on the one hand to be a thmat to the pure development of 

Western music and on the 0th- hand it seems to have a certain attraction to composera and 

artists. To be associated with folk music is something meritorious. None of the composers f 

have corne across who made comments about fblk music or World Music have had a n m g  

negative to say about folk music and they ail seem to know how to treat the material 

without violating its integrity. The cultural value of what is acceptable is very solid. Bartok 

composed mai World Music but what f i é n  or Liszt did was not acceptable. Gert Olsson, a 

Swedish f i d d l e  and former music director in EbrIstad, claims that Swedish folk music is a 

genre as weli as a %tylistic idiom." This distinction is important not as  a qualitative 

dserentiation-genuine f o k  music is, according to Oisson, not bettes than the rhapsodies by 

Hugo ALfién or Franz Wt-ra ther ,  the dehitiona must be made clear to avoid 

misunderstandings9 

Is the concept of ~ o d d  Muaic then a danger to folk music? Alain Danielou stmngly 

believes that the concept of World Music results in 'a kind of synthetic and banal product for 

tourist and commercial conaumption" made by "second-rate Brahms, second-rate Baitok 

[...]"98 Gert Oiason's opinion differs radidy:  "As long as the source is kept pure." it is not a 

danger to use folk music material in other genres? This statement implies that the music 

should be isolated in a Iriind of vacuum. But, as Boàiman argues, 



[...] modernitation and urbanization impinge more directly and 
piofoundly on folk music than do many other inclusive processes of 
change; moreover, most of the changes that falk music undergoes in the 
modeni world can be measured rw degrees of modernization and 
~rbaniiration,*~ 

It is only in a musical museum that the mainteuance of the source remains important- Real 

functional falk music undergoes constant change, Jan Ling believes that the general concept 

of World Music is a n d t y ,  for =the isolation of a musical genre is hence a kind of 

amputation because different E n d s  of music inter-react in dif€erent ways."= Eow much can 

folk music change if the 90- shall remain pure? 

Every year Sweden has an audition for folk musicians d o  want to eara the tide 

"National FiddIer" [&spelman]- In order to get the Zorn Badge, which is the p d  of baving 

passed the audition, they have to h o w  a local tradition as well as be innovative and play 

with personality. To be a duplicate of a 6ddler is not good enough-the tradition must 

develop through &etm CM the Sweàiah folk music fusion bands Croup, ~ ~ I k e t J  or 

Hedrtingarna be considered to be folk music?m in a way it is possible to say that the sources 

are authentic, the problem is just that they use music af many ongins. As an observer 

outside the folk music tradition 1 have great -tien evaluating a personal style and 

determining how inventive a musician can be without exceeding the boundaries of the "pure 

swle." The music of G m w J  FiCcrrfOlket, and al- represents a unique fusion of 

different folk musics and popular musics. The membera of Gmupa are very confident in 

Swedish traditional folk music-still their music does not sound like anything else- Their 

impact on traditionai fiddling music is probably not more harmftl than that of any other 

music. One major threat to ~arkish folk music cornes instead hom inside the folk music 

movement itself: Ody  seventeen years ago, no one was allowed tn play one or two row 

accordion to get the Zorn Badge; today it is apprwed, aithough with a repertoire miated to 

the violhm Presentlp it is not appmved to pdorm the Swedish form ofhurdy-gurdy, but it 

seems likely that it wiii be eventualiy. What the impact of the new instruments WU be on 

traditional fiddling, we CM only guesa. I t  is notions U e  this that Philip Bohknan has in 

mind in the foilowing quote: 



The eonservative nature of much folk music achalarship often projecfa 
the patterns of change ~e~ulting h m  modernization and urbanization in 
a negative light. When transportecl to the city, traditions die away; the 
mass media impoveneh repertories and Ievd style diSrences; true fôk 
music &ts d y  in an olàer, more innocent generation; modem d e e  
poses a vey real threat of extinction. Claser examination of the 
persistence of f& muaic, however, does not justifp this n- 
stance- More comnonly, patterns of change occau dialecücaiiy, with 
waning mpertories being replaced by more vital ones and new, vibrant 
styles emerging when othera lack the fleability to withstand change. 
These dialecticai patterns, therefke, account hr change in a much more 
positive way, concentrating on the processes of ongaing change and 
accepting the -tien of some pmducts as a natural result of that 
change-= 

When Bart& expressed the notion that This ideal 1 endeavor [the brotherhwd of 

all peoples] to seive in my music; tbis is why I shall evade no inaaences, whether of Slovak, 

Rumanian, Arab or any other origin, provideci only that the source be pute, k 8 h  and whole- 

some,"" he was outlining much of the pmblematic issue at stake: what difEemce does it 

make if the source is pure and if the material w i l l  be used in a completely diff&ent context? 

Walter Benjamin, the black sheep among leRist thinlrers, suggested that: %ven the most 

perfect reproduction of a work of art is lacking in one element: its presence in lime and 

space, its unique existence at the place where it happens to be. This unique existence of the 

work of art detennined the bistory to which it was subject throughout the time of its 
* 

existence."lm W e  are not dealing with the preparation of some high quality French cuisine of 

music where there is a recipe that has to be followed in ail its details and with the hshest  

of ingredients. This kïnd of moralistic statement is founded upon a notion of music as 

senring a normative force in society. Furthesmore, what Bart6k forgets is that he, by visitiag 

distant villages, also makes an.impact on the musical culture. He did not  need to bring 

recordings of urban music in order to do so-it could be as simple a detail as that he 

imposed a self-awareness on the people whose music he studied and potentidy changed 

th& repertoire. Thus, the notion of "pure source" rings hollow. 

Cultural poIitica seem to be governed by easy soiutions. The musical heritage 

should be treated as if it were an old building fimm an ancient period-it should remah 

intact and be kept pure. Ualike a European Renaissance house in downtown Prague or 



Krakow it should not even be restored in order to be livable again, that is, to flnction 

musically within todafs d e t y .  Why is the notion of purïty a pmblem uitb regard to folk 

music when it is not problematic with  regard to the liturgical music ofl for example, the 

Catholic Church? Western high art communitiea are dowed to change but folk art is not. 

The main intention of the founder of the Zorn Badge, the painter Andem Zorn, was to 

preserve the traditions af the nineteenth century, That concept strongly resembles the 

institutionalization of art music which has become a musical museum as w d -  If fok  music 

is going to have a function within the society then it must deyelop. For the purpose of 

preseniingadturdhistory,recordirrgsd&just~~ 

Real functional foik music is as alien to an urban composer a9 is mtexed oriental 

music- By importing non-art music elements, the result doesn't tum into decorated or 

improved folk music, it tunw into art music, but &en with projections of the uOthef as non- 

urban, non-Western, or non-educated. Or maybe more oftea, as in the case of Steve Reich, 

f i c a n  and Baliaese musics turn into a collection of musical rnatmiah.~ For mg purposes, 

an extended prelimiaary d a t i o n  af World Music in the context of art music must 

consequently be formulated: The incorporation of folk music or non-European art music 

material, either as musical material or with regard to aesthetic content, into a composition 

of Western art music. 



Cn'ticism of World Music bom the Poeitic Lewel-Skhoenberg, Nom, 
Ferwyhough, and A d o m  

[.-.] Schoenberg and  Adorno stmcturai listening as nothing lem 
ambitious thao a method for cMnhg and a s s e d g  the moral 
soundness of evezy relatiomhip that bears on music.lm 

(Rose Rosengard Subotnilt) 

There h no longes any 'foli' la whoae songs and games could be taken 
and sublimated by art, 'Rte opening up of the markets together with the 
&ect of the bourgieois rationalkation process have put the whole of 
society-eyen ideohgidly-under bourgeois categories, and the 
categonea of contemporary vulgar music are altogether those of bourgeois 
rationaiized society, which, in order to remain consrunable, are kept only 
to wi tb in  the limita of awareness which bourgeois 90Ciety imposes on the 
oppressed classes as weil as on itself- The material used by Milgar 
music is the obsolete and degenerated materid of art music.LU 

m e o d o r  W- Adorno) 

The concept World Mwic bas always met with some strong resistauce during the mentieth 

century. Schoenberg, for example, states his opinion very clearlr "F]olklore and art music 
8 

d S e r  perhaps no more than petroleum and olive oil, or ordinary water and holy water, but 

they mix as poorly as oii and ~ a t e r , " ~  Interestingly enough, Barthk also had a verp distinct 

notion of what was posaible and what was not, claiming that "[f)oik music ris] dways tond, 

and an atonal folk music [is] totally unimaginable- One could therefore not base an atonal 

twelve-tone music on tonal fo* music."'* This is of course a aomewhat odd statement 

considering Alban Be& quasi-tonal melve-tone works. There are further comments: 

Danielou's conviction was that it was 'absurd to think that fkagments of raga or Koto 

melodies c m  be used in Western compositi01~9~;~~' Luigi Nono believed that "the collage 

method originates h m  colonial reasoning";u Schiibger* in turn, formulateci the idea that 

art must be innovative and not imitative at all, He did not believe it was possible to be 

innovative by creating new music out of old: 'Artists wiil have to fbrego tbinLing in terms of 



imitation, and wen in terms ofcreation based on the primitive systenw of the great extinct 

civilizations of the past."IM Although these à i f k s t  commenta focus on different aspects of 

World Music, a nucleus of common critimrnn exista, This is the central objection, not only to 

World Music but algo ta Poatmodernism. There seems to be a desire to maintain the 

waterproof walls between genres and cultures, between innovation and depicting. 

In 1967, Boulez statedr 

1 h d  that people form a too sentimental and emotional idea of Oriental 
music. They now dive into it iike tourists setüng ofE to visit a landscape 
that is about to vaniah. [...] There is a great foolishness in the 
Westerner who goes to India, and 1 detest this idea of a lost paradise.' 
f t is one of the m o e  odious fonn of aflGBctati01~~~ 

Surpilsingly enough, six years earlier, in 196 1, Boulez made references to Andean peasants 

in Peru in regard to the use of the harp in bis own Impmuisuthns sur Mallarmé.lm He admits 

that 

[.-.] there is a lesson to be learnt h m  Oriental tradition, Our Western 
instruments have tended to become standardized and to have 
specialized uses. They ail produce a pure sound and give the same C in 
all registers. There is no individualization of sound. In the Orient, 
however, an instrument has no absolute tuniag."ug 

Alain Danielou was even critical of etbnomusicology, which he dnimed %as created a 

sort of fetishism of txaditions in wbi& music is treated in the same way as are archaeological 

remains which one must put in storage."" OP the other han& one c d d  argue that without 

the studies, one would perhaps lack interest in the music of other cultures. Hem 1 am 

suggesting that Fritsch's two categories, ethnomU9icalogy and Erntisrnus, la& practical 

sigdïcance in another way as wek  The context is lost in both cases. The Merences relate 

more to aesthetic entegorie3 wîihin art music. Boulez's incoIISi9tent comments regmding his 

own relationship to the use of -tic infiuences in art music rdect  the dichotomies invohed. 

Fust, while it is morally advantageous to be connected to music ficorn 0th- cultures, the 

modernist canon assexts that art music should develop within its own fianrework. Secondly, 

firm aesthetic statements made by a particular composer are often a complicated web of 

restrictions designed to fit the composer's own aesthetics. To Boula, World Music is 

unacceptable when applied by anyone other than h i m a d  Boulez's contradictorp atatements 



reflect a &justifling, sel€-nghteoua appmach ta the cuiturai situation, rather than a 

thomughly thought-tbrougb aesfhetic starice- Even Nono, who wm very dtirnl of aspects of 

Wodd Music, used Brazilian rhythm in hh P o 1 . n i w  mdia rytmicrr-tbough this is not 

The notions of Boulez, Danielou, and Nono are of course nothing leas than a 

critique h m  the Iaft-the left-wing idedogg as religion-and were expressed more openly 

by Cornelius Cardew in 1974: 

Some may càticize Stockhausen on the grounds that he presents 
mystical ideas in a debased and vdgar 6uisi- This is true, but it is not 
enough, To attack debasement and vuigarity in thenaselves is 
meaningies. We have to penetrate the nature of the ideas that are 
being debased and vulgarized and if they are reactionaig, attack them. 
What is thh mysticisrn that is king peddled in a thousand gukea, ldty 
and debased, throughout the impei;ni;st wodd. At bottom, the mystical 
idea is that the world is illusion, juat an idea inside out heads. Then are 
the millions of oppressed an exploiteci people throughout the wodd just 
another aspect of that illusion in o u  min&? No, they aren't. The wodd 
is mal, and so are the peaple, and they are stmggbg towatds a 
momentous revolutionaiy change. Mysticism says 'eveigthing that liv- 
is holy,' so don't wak on the gram and above all dont harm a hair on 
the head of an imperialist- It omits to mention that the tells on our 
bodies are dying M y ,  that life cannot flouiish without death, that 
hobess disintegrates and vanishes with no trace when it is profane4 
and that imperiaiism has to die so that the people can live? 

Cardew latex withdrew some of these harsh comments,* but they show some of 

the ideological issues at stake particularly so h m  a Euiopean perspective wheie the public 

political discourse has a much wider spectnim than in North America. 

To conclude this section, 1 strongly question the notions expressed above by Nono, 

Schillinger, Boulez, and Danidou- Why should musicai material be "invented"? Why wodd 

this interpretation of worid MAC be ideologidy correct? Why l o u l d  the source be kept 

pure? How can anyone question the notion of bringing music out of its oiligirial context? 

Already in 1936 Walter Benjamin m t e  the f d d g  words: "for the h t  tirne in world 

history, mechanical reproduction emancipates the work of art ficorn its parasitical 

dependence on rituaLaw We should indeed have become accustomed to these matte- of fact 

by now. On the otber han& 16nd Ferneyhough's notions vezy consistent throughout. He 

composes modernistic music without glances toward any other repertoirea. In àia 



atatements, he defends hW position- There are no hidden agendas such as those sugge-d 

by the conflicta between the music and worQ afcomposers such as Nono and Boulez. Bengt 

Hambraeus recognizeà tbis changhg w d d  and the need for new c i h c o ~  early on- Already 

in articles h m  the 1950s. he had beguo to addre~b many of the important issues raised 

above- In the fdowing d o m  1 wi l l  examine h b i a e u s ' 8  notiona of World Music and how 

they fit into the contexta discusaed above. 
* 



Historical Background of Bengt Hambraeus 

Bengt Hambraeus was born in Stockholm in 1928, Like many otber composers, Hambiaeus's 

&st compositions were inspïred by hi8 instrrunent-the orga~. He came into contact early on 

with one of Sweden's most prominent organisb and pedagogues, AU Linder (1907-1983) in 

Stockholm. Hambraeus studied the organ and counterpaint private. with him betweea 1944 

and 1948. Hambmeru dm ahtdied the W h  bPr ten yem- His Vidin atudiea do not s& to 

have left any deep traces in hia œuvre, except f a  Recitative and &ml for violin and piano 

(1950) and his virtuosic way of writing string parte in his chamber and orchestral music. 

Linder's teaching focused particularly on the &man organ tradition: J.S. Bach, 

Ernst Pepping (1901-1981, a German composer in the Reger-Dieder contrapuntal 

tradition), Gtinter Raphael(1903-1960, a Gennan composer and orgaaist whoae 

contrapuntal compositions were inspired by the Reger tradition), Hermann Grabner (1886- 

1969, a German composer in the Reger tradition), and, above dl, Max Reger- These 

influences are particularly apparent in Hambrreus's e d y  works, written mostly for the 

organ and the piano- Hambraeus did not receive formal instnrction in composition as part of 

his university training, but he did have counterpoint and composition lessons with Giinter 

Raphael, who was a war refirgee in Sweden, between 1945 and 1948. With Raphad, 

Hambraeus composed his organ works op. 3. 

In 1947 Hambraeus began bis academic studies at  Uppsala University, Sweden. 

His most influentid profe9sors were Carl-AUan Moberg in Musicology, Sven E- Svensson in 

Couterpoint, and Gregor Paulsson in Art History and Theory of Art. H e  graduated in 1950 

with a degree in Musicology, Art History and Religious Studies. Eia thesis Timbra1 

Pmblems in the Art of Organ During the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries" was 

Hindemith's book The C& of M m  Composition inûuenced a vast number of 



composers in Sweden during the years around 1950- In Sweden, Hindemith's book was used 

mainly in counterpoint studies rn a continuation of Palestana counteipoint (as fonnulated 

by Knud Jeppesen). Palestrina counterpoint had a dmng position in Sweden due to Hilding 

Rosenberg (1892-1992), the most iaauential composer and teacber of composition in Sweden 

h m  the 1930s and onwards, Rosenberg's student, Karl-BUger Blomdahl, who also became 

a highly influential teacher, fdowed Rosenbea#s method but eventudy deveioped a method 

of his own relating Paiestrina to Hindemith, The studies of Hindemith in Sweden at the 

time should be seen only as an expansion of the prevn;i;ng emphasis on the compositional 

craft, and not  AB an attempt to incorporate some of hîa philoaophicai ideas. It was the neu- 

classical Hindemith, the composer of Ludus Tonolis, who was the focus of attention, not the 

composer of CordiUoc- H~ambraeiw had alteady read Blomdnhl's review of The Cmft of 

Mrrsical Composition in 1946 and read the book in 1949- He was undoubtedly Muenced- As 

a musician Hambraeus pdormed Hindemith's second organ sonata and bis h t  piano 

sonata. As a composer, he found interest in the concept of Stufr?.ngmg and the independence 

of each melodic line- One ciear example of this irifluence is found in his Concerto for Organ 

and Harpsichord (1947). 

In 1949 Hambraeus met the German composer and organ theorist Ernst Karl 

R o d e r  (1909-1980) for the first tirne, IUder's inventive ideas regarding organ stop 

registration and pipe building have been of vifal importance to Hambraeus's harmonic 

thinLing ever since.= His attraction to the tritone interval onginatm, according to the 

composer, from Roder's Ueberblcrsende D o p p e l ~ o t e  2' organ pipe in which the odd 
O .  

overtones-that is, overtones 3,5,7, 11, etc.-are e m p h M ,  The ratio 517 producea the 

tritone interval. The tritone plays a signï6cant d e  in virtually ail of Hambraeus's music, 

appearing in a vast majority of the chords as w d  as in his melodic writing. A signihmt 

piece is his h t  ~ a c o u s t i c  work Doppelruhr II (1954) in which he electronifially creates 

organ-like sounds. 

The 1950s became the decade of break-through for Hambraeus. He became Eamous 

for being the most rebellioua and experimental young Swedish composer, drawing his 



inspiration h m  the Central European avant-garde. The atmmer CO- for new music in 

Darmstadt, (West) Germany were ofparticular importance to his deveiopment. Th- he 

met with the new generation of young prognsstive composers such as Lui@ Nono, Kadheïnz 

Stockhausen, Csmillo Togni, and Karei Goeyvaerts. Olivier Mesaiaen, the major composition 

teacher in Darmstadt in 1952 and 1953 (when Stravinsky and Beethoven were the focus of 

attention), also played a major d e  in Hambraeus'a d e v e l ~ p m e n t . ~  In certain respects, 

Hambraeus and Messiaen had a great deal in common: They were both organists, composed 

music with a religious purpoae, had extensive interesta for non-Eumpean music, and th& 

music was occasionally modemistic. In a letter ta Swedish composer Bo N h n ,  Hambmms 

described how he overheard a conversation in which Stockhausen and Goeyvaerta discussed 

the permutation technigue in Messiaen's Mode & uuleurs et dkte~~ i tés  in 1951.* 

Hambraeus later iwed parts of this technique. Hambiaeus wrote a number of articles on 

Messiaen, the two earliest of which appeared in 1952.m In 'Swlistical traits in Olivier 

Messiaen's Music" Hambraeus diacusses Messiaen's Tunwgd2to-Symphonie (1948) wïth an 

emphasis on the influence of Indian and Polynesian music%. The artide also includes a 

discussion of general traits of Messiaen's style and an overview of his most important works, 

including Quatour pour la fin du terqps and Cinq wchants. "The Mystical Messiaenw is a 

presentation of Messiaen's organ music for the chUrch musicians in the Lutheran Church of 

Sweden. He discusses aspects of registration and compositiond technique and emphases 

that although Messiaen is a Catholic it should be peâormed in the Lutheran church. 

Hambraeus was not i m p d  by Theodor Adorno, who replaced Arnold Schoenberg 

as the main teacher in ~ a r m s & d t  in 1951. Iii interviews and the vtry few aiticles and 

letters in which Adorno is mentioned Hambraeus is very critical of Adorno and bis circle; for 

example Heinz-glaus Metzger's lecture in Darmstadt in 1956 is described in a letter as 

"sublimated Adorno-style nonsense.w29 In a radio i n t e ~ e w  1 conducted with Hambneus in 

January 1995, he recalls two amoying episodes: During one of his seminara Adorno 

criticized Messiaen's student Karel Goeyvaerte's poiptillistic Sonata for Two Pianos, d g  

for thematic and formal development. The young ICarIheinz Stockhausen stood up in the 



audience to defend Goeyvaerta and asked Adorno if he waa not looking for the wrong aspects 

of this composition-"Hen Profiir,  pou are looking for a feather of a chicken in an abstract 

painting." Also the German composer Haas Uirich Engelmann (1921) was taken aside by 

neo-classicai music was no longer appropriate. Although these episodes did not directly 

involve Hambmua, he claimed that they r&ted the atmosphere and Adorno's approach in 

1% 1. The reason for Hambraeus's negative mactiona are obvious considering Adorno's 

dogmatic orientation. Adorno's categorically abstract theoretical systems and his built-in 

m e  betweem Schoenberg and StravinsLg, fbr example, were un-table to biIi1 (as it 

was even to Schoenbergwq. In an eariier article, Hambraeus suggested that the reader of 

Philosophie der neuat Mu& gets the impression that "Adorno distances himself h m  the 

music itself in bis sociological reckoning and geta stuck in quasi-philmphy and trivia 

[adidoral-" He also discussed Adorno's influences on Thomas Mann's Doktor Faustus and 

mentioned Schoenberg's m a r k  that Thomas Mann does not know more about his theones 

than the s m d  amount Schoenberg once taught A d ~ r n o . ~  

Adorno's method of exaggeration and contradiction is, as we wiU see, very far h m  

Hambræus's belief in uninEjition, Hgmbraeus was also Catical of Adorno's pronounced impact 

on musical discourses in Sweden-the predominance of which continues even today. fn the 

f a  of 1994, Swedish composer Sven-David Sandstrtim's Hi& M i  was premiered in 

Stockholm. It is a l a rge -de  sacred work almost two hours in length- A couple of w& 

later, a bng article entitled The  Vuigarization of the New Art Music" by the Swediah 

composer Jan W. Mortbenson ippeared in Svertsk Dagbkiet, the leading daily newspaper 

for musical discussion in Sweden. In this article Morthenson r d e c t s  upon what he believes 

to be the deeline of Swedish concert music through a set of d i a l d c s  in which the fist 

represents the present condition and the second the desired one: knowledge, 

uaftsmanship/art; ovationdhealthy booing; empathyfresistance; reg* audience in philbaic- 

monic envin,nments/audience with special intemsta in new music; and Stravinski., 

Schnittkd Webern, Many composers and theonsts participated in the debate that followed, 



Hambraeus again àhcwmd Adorno as he concluded tbis &bate in May 1995, presenting an  

alternative reading of the Stmv;nahr-4?hoenberg ~ o t o m y  and clearly conhnting 

For many, Adorno's Die Philosophic &r N- Musik (1949) became a 
bible by its paradigm-iike expomue of Arnold Schoenbeig vermis Igor 
Stravinsky- The partly t r a g i a m k  part ia that thh, bis most famous 
book, with a great deal of dialectical focus, d d  be deauibed as the 
conflict between a couple of neighbora in the literary sense. Together 
with a couple O£ other artista and authora from Central Europe, Adorno 
Lived as a political refiigee in Los Angeles duriag Word War I I h i n  close 
allies were, among others, Thomas Mana and Arnold Schoenberg 
(although this relationship was not upprob1ematic)- Years befare the 
book waa published, Adorno had akeady pxepared the sectiona on 
Schœnbe!rgoenberg But, at that -the. Stravinskp I i .  in Las Angeha and he 
represented a diSemnt musical style, which, (~ccording to Adorno's view, 
was lacking the values and moral courage that  should characterh a 
composer of the post war era. Consequently, it was easy to use Schoen- 
berg and Stravinsky as  the main examples in a dialectic declaration 
that had started in Europe and temporarily had beea moved to 
C a l i f ~ r n i a . ~  

He continues on ta point out the dominant position accarded Adorno and d d e s  the 

functioning of the Swedish musical discoumes "almost as a normative actuality and not as a 

phenornenon typical d i t s  time (and narrow cultural society)." But he gives three alternative 

texts aU published the same year as PYÛlosUphy of Modern Music, 1949: René Leibowitz's 

Introduction d kt musique & doua wris Haas Mersmann's Neue M d  Ur den Strômungen 

unserer Zeit and Rena Moisenko's M i e t  Music: 

Their levels and goals reapectively are very different and often la& the 
classicai exactness and superior use of language that Adorno developed 
in his dialectical authorship (what hss ken characterized as a 
synthesis of MarJOam, aesthetic modernism, mandarin cultural 
canservatism, an anticipation of deconstruction and a self camcious 
Jewishness). But togeth-, they give an interesting contrast to the 
Swedish debates in 1957 and 1994-95? 

An interesthg fact here is that Hambraeus did not nad Moisenko's book until 

1989. It was not discussed in Sweden a t  the time of its publication. However, by referring to 

this obscure book, Hambraeus points a t  the arbitrarinesa of the canon formation within the 

modernist historiography. Leibowitz's book was in fact the very reason Hambrreus applied 

to the Darnzstadt Summer Courses in the hst place. Since Leibowitz claimed that there are 

only t h  modern composers-Schoenberg, Berg, and Webernin contrast to those three 



who were commody beliwed in Sweden at that time to the important ones-Bdk, 

Stravinsky, and Hindemith-Hamb118eus decided to go D-dt to study with Schoenberg. 

Another example gives us a M e r  understanding of the teal problems witb 

Adorno's view h m  Hambraeus's perspective, In a conversation wi th  the author, Hambraeus 

atated that the Frankfirrt School-inspired i d d o g y  m d e s t e d  in the worlts by Metzger and 

Adorno represents a pre-Copernican paradigm-a two-dimensional wodd view. Apart fimm 

these comments, Hambraeus was M y  quiet with regard to Adorno's work This brief 

discussion of Hambiaeus's relationship to Adorno's WLitiags illustrates not only Hambraeus's 

very pragmatic attitude (as weil aa a la& of deeper understanding of Adonro'a worlr) but 

also his independence of thought- 

As a result of the summer courses in Darmstadt, Hambraeus became more 

modemistic than any other Swedish composer, As e d y  as 1953 he composed Spcîmgrem 

op 34 (for soprano, nute, andtwo peiicussion, pdormed 1953 in Darrustadt with soprano 

nona Steingniber and Bruno Maderna as conductoi) and in 1954 he wmte Gïuxo clel ccrmbio 

op 33 for flute, English horn, bass ciarinet, four percussionists, hazpsichord, and piano. 

Nothhg like these pieces had wer been heard in Sweden. Hambraew made the Darmstadt 

Modernism of the 1950s his own m @ d  language to a much greater extent than did other 

prominent Swedish composera such as Ingvar Lidhoh* or k1-Birger Blomdnhl. Jonlrim 

Tillmaa applies Hennann Danuser's three categories of musical Modeinism: umdikale 

Moderne," "gemUigt Modeme," and "Traditionnws and h d s  that during the 1950s in 

Sweden the epithet %adihle Modernen could be applied only to Hambraeus and ta the nine 
O .  a 

years younger Bo Nilsson.m 

Rambraeus's early works during this Second PeEod were aphoristic and serial- 

works in which timbre was the moat at i i t ing  parameter, Hambraeus was particularly 

attracted to the Italian twelve-tane techniques which were perceived as being freer and more 

vocaily oriented than their Oerman counterparts. During bis k t  Darmstadt year he became 

p a r t i d d y  gooà £riends with % bunch of young Italïans; Camillo Togni, Luigi Nono, Franco 

Evangelisti, and Bruno Madernan- His atTection for Italian aesthetica is rdected in two 



worka that made a lasting impact on bim in 1961: Dallapiccola's opera l?prigionien,,'3 

(perf'med at ISCM in E h d d k t )  and Luigi Nono's chamber work ?bli,rUar-molu>dia;- 

ntmka @erfoimed in 

In the arücie "Technique and Aesthetics in the Pointülhtic Music Some Thoughts 

on Gùmco del crrmbio and Cryshl SkquemCw Eambraew made one of bis few technical 

analyses of hia own works, d d i n g  hb use of serial permutation technique. h r d i n g  to 

Ferenc Belohorszky, these are the first examplea of serial technique in Sweàen.la By 

referring to the portion of this article dealing with the second movement, T'requenze," of 

GiuocU &z Cambio, 1 wouldlike toprovide therea* wifh aD impres8bn ab Hambraeus's 

style during the 1950s- 

The ensemble consista of t h  groupa of three musicians each: 1. woodwinds (flute, 

English horn, bass darinet); 2. twelve percussion iastnunents (4 suspended aymbals, 3 

temple blocks, and 5 drums of different sizes); and 3. keyboard instruments (vibraphone, 

harpsichord, piano). In "Frequenze," the pitched imtrumenta' rhythms are given according to 

the p ~ c i p l e s  of Messiaen's Mode de voleurs et d - C ach pitch is connected to a 

chromatic rhythmic value (c=l=one time unit) and the basic twelve-tone mw is pennutated 

according to the prinaple of pitch nwber becoming orch number. 



One diffkence h m  Messiaen's piece is that the dynamics are ukd M y  rather 

than being tied to any numerical consideraiion- Many years later, he described his 

fascination with the ordered musical structure of serial music as being shiiar to his 

fascination with medieval and Renaissance enigmatic canons as was Webern- The widely 

spaced melodic WLiting shows mmilarities with Webern's serial music. 

Example 3 



The last example fiom tbis piece illutrates the duomatic rhythm (hm the text 

CODA) in which the rbythmic values increase by one thirty-second note for each note in the 

-bal part. 

But regarding the tweive-tone technique, Hambraeus has emphasized that it is a 

working method, not a style and, as such, it is the composer's private business." Twelve- 

tone technique cannot replace talent any more than fiuictional or modal harmony can. That 

twelve-tone technique has been interpreted in public discourse as %erebral mathematics, 

numerology, musical alchemy, or even art of horrof is due to amateur journaiists and 

Writers. 

For Hambraeus, the 1950s were signiiicant not only in terms of his experiences in 

Darmstadt and his own compositional experiments, for bis studies in musicology and ethno- 

musicology during this period prouid aiso exert a profound infîuence upon the compositional 

style of his later period. His continued studies in musicology at Uppsala led to a completion 

of a PhD. Fil. Lic.] in 1956 on Renaissance music, Codex Chrmirtum GalZÜmr~rn.~* In 1957 

he was hired by the Swedish Broadcasting Corporation where he engaged in numemus 

activities serving, for example, as a producet, an alimini-ptrator, and, in 1968, as the head of 

music production- Hambraeua descsibed the years at the radio as "the best post doctoral 

education one could get."la Today. Hambiaeus ia s u i p ~ e d  that no one in the scholatly wodd 



taices iato acicount his years at the radio since these yeara meant ao much to him in temm of 

contacts, travels and an extensive training in making pedagogical presentationa of a wîde 

range of materiah-" 

In addition to hb administrative duties during the broadcasting years, Hambraeus 

was occasionally active as a composer of incidental music for radio and TV plays and for 

Stockholm City Theater. He was attracted to the radio as a medium and made a vast 

number of educatioaal radio programs. Later he composed *an (1979), a Radio Opera in 

ten scenes for the Swedish Broadcasting Corporation. 

McGiU University 1972-1996 

Hambræus'a yeass at McGiU pmved to be most emïching. Hia engagement was the result of 

an eight week lecture tour in the United States and Canada in 1971- He was initidy invited 

to McGill University in 1972 on a one year appointment as a visiting professor and head of 

the electro-acoustic studio. The following year he was appoiated associate pdeasor and in 

1975 full professor-a position he held until he was named Professor Exneritus in 1995. 
% 

The position at McGill presented Hambraeus with opportunities that are non- 

existent in Sweden, where the practical study of m& is separated h m  the academic (as in 

most of Europe). At M c G a  he could divide bis time among his many different interests. His 

position included the option to teach not only composition, but also organ improvisation, 

electro aoowtic music, music theoe, and mwicoiogy. a3 rell ss affording him the 

opportunity to purwie his own aehoiar1y activitieg. EIis encounten, with the h i s y  multi- 

cultural society in Montreal and with stuàents h m  all over the woild became a continuation 

of his eadier international activities at the radio. 

As a pioneer in dectro-acoustic music, Hambraeus was involved in the creation of 

the new electro-acoustic studio at McGiil together with alades lanza during the 1970s. He 

dso composed t h e  pieces, Tides (1974), In- Cu& (1975). and Tomab (1976) (ail three 



of whicb have been recorded on McGill Records) as well sa Mrmrs (1987)- 

Hia graduate and unàergraduate ca\uses d&g recent yeara have inciuded: 

mentieth Cent- Pdonnance Practicen-a seminau covering a wide range af aread of 

performance practice iacluding ethnomusicology. and avant-garde art music as weU as 

historical art music (this seminar abo provïded Haxnbn~us with material for his then 

forthcoming bmk Aspects of Itoéntkth-Cenktry Pernurnae lhdke); "Adv811iced 

Counterpoinf-a history suivey course combined with writiag skib, mering repertoire firnn 

the fiReenth century to the f98ûs; "Seminar in Twentieth Centauy Music" having dinerent 

topics each year, for example, W d d  MPsic' (1990). 'The Music of Luigi Nono" (1993), 

"Itniian Music Aher 1945" (1994), "Swedish Mwic 1945-95" (1995). 

A couple of years ago the concept of World Music tunied up in virtually all of Bengt 

Hambraeus's writings on his own music. 

Bengt Hombrcnur'e Notion of Workl Music 

1 often consider myself as one stage-hand at a huge World Scene where 1 
prepare a pdarmance of +hich we don't know anything about yet? 

(Bengt Hambmus) 

An essentiai trait in virtually all of Hambraeus's writings is bis interest in stylistic, cultural 

and historical inter-connections This is clearly illuatrated, for exampie, in his book On 

Notutwrc ~ a l e c , ~ h ~ ~ i t i o & ~ e n e w o l  in which ha disuases the development of 

notation h m  Ancient Greece ta the avant-garde during the 1950s and 60s but, very 

importantly, the examples are not presented chionoiogicaily or culturally- Instead they are 

grouped accoiding to their system ofpresenting the information: tabulations, accent 

notations, and memural notations.lY For Hambraeua th* book seems ta amalgamate 

whral ly  all his previous experiences and ideas, incîudiag his experiencea wi th  folk music. la 

one review of the book, Foike Sohlin W mostly positive but argues that Hambraeua cornes 



close to the YUILfavorable comparative musicology."~ This critique is unfriir- Instead, On 

Notation should be seen as an attempt to widen the canon, If traditional comparative 

musicology is dealing with ethnomUSrcology, Hambraeus's book f- on medieval and 

avant-garde Western music showing connectiolls with otber notational systems. 

The year of 1954 was probably the most important and artistically enriching for 

Bengt Hambraeus, a d t  ofintensive travel and varied musical activities, During the 

sumrner he joined a team from the Swediah Broadcasthg Corporation to malte recordings of 

ïndigenous music firom the Dalecarlia region in the middle of Sweden. At the time, tbis 

tradition was v e g  on ex th th^ Hnmbra~us'a emcounter with traditionai music gave him 

a deeper understanding dits original functional contextm One epïsode fiom this occasion 

keeps turning up even today in bis teaching and discussion of his own music. The story 

represents a major event in Hambraeus's understanding of functional music. After the 

recording team had asked an old woman if she could sing in firont of the microphone, she 

suggested that they should lïsten to her sis- instead. She ran away and sang a signal 

melody that her sister across the vailey would be able to hear. The recording team ap- 

proached her asking her to repeat that melody but now in h n t  of a microphone. She stared 

at them and repliecl: T h y  should I @ another time? She's ~ o m i n g . " ~ ~  

Hambræus was not oniy focusing on Swedish folk music. As a child he used to 

Iisten ta BBC's World Service and its programs featuaDg Arabic and Indian music. He later 

intensely criticized the notion that folk music was only the Noidic peasantig's music,* In as 

late as the mid 1980s, the course in folk music required at the State College of M& at 

lngesund did not indude ang G e  if music other than the traditional S w e W  fiddliag. This 

fact is of course a scandal. 

The significance ofHambra?us's experiences during the 1950s became evident 

several years latex. During the festival StockhoIm New Music in 1990, Hambraeus met with 

Japanese composer Tom Takemitsu (1930-1996)- Although they had  never met before, they 

were very flimiliai with each other's work. Takemitsu expenenced the musical segregation in 

Japan during the 1950s and 60s. In art music, the traditional Japanese music had to give 



up territorg in favor of the mure internationdy f& style ideala. This was a natusal 

reaction after Wodd War II, But, as Takemitsu stated, his Japanese mots were deeply 

founded in the d. This encounter reminded Hambraeus ofhis own childhood summera at  

the EIighlands of the Dalecarlia region and the recording sessions for the radio of Dalecatlia's 

particula. sonic envimnment-eiience mUed with huictional music like herding c a b  and 

fiddler's dance music. That enviromnent represented a nucleus for aU bis compositio~, 

according to Hambraeus. This notion h a ,  for Hambraeus, much in common with George 

Crumb's enviramentai tuning of the ear and Murray Schaeféis concept of'Sound~cape-~ 

Recently Hambraeus has composed several w o r b  related to Dalecarlia. for example, his 

piano piece commissioned by the Sntemationale Fed- thi Neue Musilt" in 

Darmstadt, Ehzuiht (1996). in wbich he incorporates clear ireferences to ornamented 

Hambraeus ha3 written many articles focusing on folk music and its relationship to 

art music. 1 wiii discuss tbree of these articles chronologically. in 1955, he published an 

article, "Folk Music and the Modern Musical Art,"m in which his opinions on folk music are 

clearly expressed. Firat, he presents the problem of defining folk music40k music is not an 

autonomous concept. Hambraeus re@rs to recent research in which a traditional Swedish folk 

tune tunied out to have its mots in the twelfth or thirteenth centuriea. Second, he discusses 

the folk music idiom ofinterpreting given melodic mat&, in which the sound and 

personal expression are important rather than fdowing a Ytext." Its h c t i o n  is &O of 

importance and Hambraeus compares Roger Sessions's~ discussion of the old ceremonid 
O .  

hinction of Weatern azt muaic-khe context rather than the music ia of greater importance. 

UAlthough a herding song performed outside its real context, the @bod culture [the peasant 

culture of the highlands of Dalecarlia and sther non-urban regions where the heiding of cows 

and goats occupies a dominant position], creates a suggestive atmosphere but it loses mm- 

pletely its fiinction when perfonned as a concert piece."= He then makes a typical 

Hambraeusesque tuin-a reference to twentieth-century art music, in thia case fn works of 

Bartdk and Varèse. Contempoiary music's obsession with timbre gives it traits M a r  to 



folk music, "the value of timbre (as function or ma*) and the atmoaphere,wmHe c011ciudes: 

Leave it done- Let the melodies be alone- Let them live their dying iifé 
of th& own and record the light of lifé so that we can remember what 
we are losing- But make use of the atmosphere, of the unique vibrating 
timbre in this music- There, on this most elementary Ievel, the 
possibility for change resides. T h e  are no short cuta to get beyand 
style, geographical boundaries, behind what we see among fiddïers. But 
it ia worth the trouble n;ming at  the center of the labyrinth, One might 
then h d  another path that is Ieading out,m 

In 1960-6 1 Hambmus wmte an article entitied "Communication East-West: 

Reflections on Some Cunent Musicai Problems."~ Heie Hanibneus expresses the notion 

that many traits of contemporaxy music have been considered exoticism without any 

justification. For ernmple, the use of Wbrent p e d o n  instruments that couid be seen as 

inspired by Balinese Gamelan music could more &n be seen as a composers' 

dissatisfaction witb the instruments of the West: 

A quartet for vibraphone, celesta, piano, and percussion d w  not by 
n d t y  have to be more exotic than a string quartet movement that is 
composeci ficorn themes Gram a country beyond the horizon, The new 
music worh with a new scale of colors-in the same way that medieval 
and renaissance music had other, richer nuances than the gray sale  in 
the symphony orchestra h m  the Classical era (where melody and 
harmony dominated on timbre's expense&.= 

Later in the article he declares 'Tt is peculiar that the new timbres [in 
% 

contemporary art music] have become [sol convincing that one is oot tempted anymore to 

speculate about "exotism" (e.g. when Mauricio Kagel uses a vocal technique in his choral 

composition Anugrunuz that one earlier considered to be characteristic of Japanese stage art 

One of Hambraeus's most *markable articles is neceptive Tirne-Capsules? How 

Do W e  Handle Traditions, Musical Notations, and Recordings in the Contemporary Music 

History?" from 1993.'8L The author considers this article a prolegomenon to his book, Aspects 

of Twntieth-Century Pe&rmwm Pmctice.~ Hambraeus begins with a section dealing with 

contemporary art music: how to interpret graphic notation fiom the 1950s or how to recreate 

electro-acouatic music from the same t h e  when the electronic equipment exk& only in 

museums- He continues on to describe the World Music aspects of his graduate seminar, 



Twentieth-Centui)r Performance Ractïœ, In tbis acrminar there were studenta h m  

throughout the world. Hambraerw let tàe studenta give presentations on their own cultural 

heritages, One important h n  for Hambraeus was that exotic recordings c a n  display 

ody  îïfty pemmt ofthe music: what W missing is, among other things, the visual experience 

of the pdormance and, not l e m  a mal insight on the cultural and social fiindion in a 

larger context." He is not only interested in the tnrditioaaï musica of the East and their 

stabilim rather, thicnigh his interest in the socid context, the changing world of music 

becomes a reality, not a sentimentai memory-'bs This opinion was confirmed by a Chinese 

student who gave a p-tation on a contemporary Chinese Vidin concerto- Although the 

non-Chinese students in the seminar thought this work was flagrantly inauthentic in terms 

of its use of Western harmony, the Chinese studenta instead f d  on the treatment of the 

fairy tale motive in the concerto: 

A last question: how can we Westernas seally waiuate the Chineae 
vialin coPcerto about Liang San Po and Ch& Tm Tai- Can we, and do 
we have the nght to ta& about inauthentic style in a case like this when 
East and West have met? Which tradition are we talkhg about? Which 
tradition should have been kept, which one should change in order to 
iive with its time? 

Hambraeus's aesthetic development in these articles is not completely clear to follow, 

Does he imply in the f i t  artide th& re shall leave the foiL musici- alone in what they are 

doing but try the best we can to understand th& music and, at the same time, that this 

music could seme as a way out for a composer a t  a dead-end by "mak[ing) use of the 

atmospheten? Or, is it a recognition of the fact that folk music is as much function as it is 

music and if the fiurction graduaUy looses its impoxtance, the music might jwt as weil e s t  in 

a sonic museum? 1 believe that the latter question cornes doser to Hambraeus's intentions. But 

there is still a problem, If folk music is transfed into an urban context, it gains another, 

although dislocated, h c t i o n -  Thh new context might be as important as the old one. The 

question posed in the second article as to whether a listener associates a work wi th  a 

particuiar cultural context is of course a difEcuït one. 

For Hambraeus, t h e  are other aspects of the concept of World Music involved 



whicb have a clear Afnliation with his activitiea as a scholar in the fields of Western art 

music and ethnomuaicology. The technique of quotation, as manifested in the worb of 

Berndt Alois Zimmermann and Luciano Berio, becornes in Hambraew's work a symbo1 af 

unity between all cultures and epocbs due to the blend of art music and etbnological 

quotations and references. Thw, Hambmus's W d d  Music takes place in a multiple 

dimensions-Wor1d Music in time aa well as in Wace- It may seem pretentious at k t  

dance, and indeed it shows nimilaiities wïth Stockhausen's comments on Telemusàk above, 

but for someone hke H a m b ~ u s  without iddrrpiu.al or genre-related testraints, this ia 

natural, One important example b the orchestral piece lbmmtrm (1-71) in which the 

composer, as the titie suggests, haa a meeting wi th  colleaguw h m  the past: Reger, 

Beethoven, Mahler, and others are represented. The work was cornposeci durhg the 

Vietnam War and the quotation h m  Mahler's Adagietto represents the idea of Weltsdimers 

and c o h n t s  traditional music h m  Vietnam- Hambraeus was not fighting on the 

barricades during 1968. His engagement was more subtle. a n t r e s  ia of the greatest 

importance both in temm of his fiiither stylistic development and his emerging political 

engagement. This particular case raises a question though: Why make a claim of  any 

politid statement in a particular p&ce twenty-five years afker its completion? 

In another statement, Hambraeus clearly expresses tbis opinion in expanded 

form-the medievai ailegorical picture of the seven h e  arts in a book by Herrad, abbess in 

the Landsberg Monastery duiting the twelfth ~ e n t u r y , ~  belong among Hambraeus's favorite 

conceptions (see picture 1). 

The article, &tw- hm& ~ o w a r  and Shopping MaIl." expresses most dearly 

Hambmus's conception of the dichotomies betweea music theory and practice, and between 

art and entertainment- The conclusion of this article is worth considering at some length: 



The dixiwsion on the fiandan and purpose of music wiü  probably never 
cease to exïat- Science or entertainment? Ammihg to a famous mediwal 
degoric picture af the amen dtee arb  of philoeaphy, music is &uated 
between dialectica and arithmetics, th- between a logical fomulated 
rhetoric (content) and a mathematical predictability ( f i 4  structure 
and time); expressed MerentlyP between humanities and naturai 
science. At that time, no one could, of courae, prec?ict the immense 
development that now, -me thousand years later, should m e  
mankind on technically advanced supm highwaya, with a 
commercialized music market and with a dhabling mass hysteiia as a 
well calculated r d t  (not only regardhg Michael Jackson!). [...] 
Undoubtedly, this mega-market is a d t  of h e   terp prise on a &e 
market (that, even anceming music, d d  be as carntpted a3 in other 
businesses!). But, at the same the.  we must not fbrget the important 
counter argument: if the& are no windows, doors and emergency e%ib 
h m  the academically correct i .  tower, there is a xi& that the 
philotwpher torgets that he ia a hrunan king among other human 
beings.* 

It is not very easy to trace Hambraeus's intent within tbis section of his article. 

However, 1 will retaarn to the interpretation of Hambraeus's texts in m y  concluding remauts. 



Pictute 1: The meùkuaL aZlegroricai pictute of the Seva Free Arts, acawdïng to H m ,  

abbess in the Landsberg Monastery, 12th Century. 



Nocturnals--"Hambraeus's Midsummer Political 
Protest and a New Compositional Technique 

l'Re Poeitic Level 

A more explicit example of many aspects of World Music is the composition Noctunals 

(1989-90) for Chamber Orchestra (fluteir,iccolo, oboe/Ennl;nh horn, clarinet, bassooddouble 

bassoon, baritone saxophone, honi, trumpet, trombone, harp, percussion (timpani, tom-tom, 

large bass drum, crotales, large tam-tam), and string Quintet)? This work best manifésts 

the ethnomusicological as well as the political aspects of Wodd Music. Noctunuzls was 

coxnmkioned by the Swedish Bsoadcasting Corporation and premiered in Stockholm in 

December 1990. The three movements of this work-which is some twenty minutes in 

duration-are Incantation, Figures Fugitives (disappeariiig figures), and Choros ( ~ g  dance). 

Hambraeus wmte two texîs about tbis piece. Both are important in tetms of revealing the 

composer's perception of this work in particular and his approach to composition in general. 

The fist text is h m  the English manuscript for the liner notes Ha.mbra?w wrote to 

accompany the CD that was released shortly after the premiere. The printed text was 

heavily edited and has very Little in common with the original version. 

For many years, 1 have been seiiousiy invaivecl with problerns related to 
the concept of Wosld Musicn-a which is both ccmtroveraiai and 
difEcuit to explainLand its variow relations to diBmmt etbnic cultures 
in an interdisciplinary context. One of the key questions is of course not 
related to merely ethnomusicologg, or anthropoiogy, sociology, uweatern 
music tradition," or to the intriguing network of multinational media 
distribution. It is rather the issue of moral respo11Sibility and pragmatic 
iddogy wbich is a challenge to any artist, author or composer today. 
Men I composed Noctumls, 1 had also become very much concesneci 
about the situation of native people and th& human zights in 
Canada-an issue whicb became sharply focused during the summer 
1990 in Mohawk areas quite cl- to my home. And once again, 1 was 
reminded that we o h  fbrget some fundamental aspects on 
communicatiop: language and expreaaion (which offen become ob%cured 
in hi&-tech-manipulated &ch!). F i :  languagea in Canada are not jwt 
English anaor F'rench @lus numerom other ones within the numerous 
Greek, Chinese, Spanish, Jewish, Portuguese, Italian.. - communities all 
acrass the cotant&. Th- are also the more than Hky distinct Indian or 



Inuit languam, which repreaent the cœiginal cultural traditions, before 
the Europeans took wer many centuiie6 ago... My intention which 
N o a d  waw ofcoume not to imitate certain nomwestern trends. But 
mnny native f m  cultuma have inspired me and enhanced my 
undemtxmding of essential prob1e11~ in Wodd music" ri&t now. And 
ever since 1 waw a paung atudent wer k t y  yeam ago [and] atudied some 
central questions in Poiynesian digbn, Tabu [taboo] and M i ,  my 
m& has always been related to au& ritual and ruagical ideas which 
represent innate cornmon trends in mnny ài&mat mligiona in the 
world- .-m The three subtitles of Noctundu (Incantation; Disappearing 
figures; Cho-) reflect some of these primeval ceremonies and may 
spealr for thenwelves, At least, they repreaemt to me sornetbhg which is 
more giobai, tram-cultural and universai than anpthing elae... 

Hambraeus's 0th- text on NocturnoLs was the liner notes wxitten in Swedish for the 

premiere of the piece (the entire text can be found in the appendix): 

Nmnrcrl was a term for a nightly liturgp given by the ancient church. In 
- a wider context it refers to acta of d t  and ceremonies in other cultural 

contexts as wd. My composition NockKnols was inspired by ritual and 
social traditions in d i f f i i t  parts of the world and in diffeicent centuries; 
in the final section impuises h m  Greek fallr dance and Nordic medieval 
ballatu are joined. 

There might be an east-west path in Nochrntcrls, h m  fndonesia 
and Greece to northern Canada's original music; maybe even a north- 
south commupication between the functional signals in Swedish fabod 
culture or Kvad [dance] from the Fame Islands and African rhythms. 
Naturally, it was not m y  intention to malre a collage h m  
ethnomusico10P;rnl cuiiosities or historical quotation; neither do 1 intend 
that the listener shodd need a musical travel guide but yet get lost in 
my nocturnal landscape. On the other hand, maybe the term Workt 
Music could give a more dïrèct appmach to understanàiug N o c f u d  as 
weii as several 0th- of my recent compositions. 



1 have always been interested in alternative musical traditions, 
P articulatly such traditions that deveioped outaide the kaditional 
Western repertoue. 1 &ved the earîiest and moat important 
impresaiow in that  mect  while very young, in the beginning of the 
19309, in the p e d i a r  %u11dscapeW* up in one of Daiecuriia's deserted 
fübod forests, where dence  was intemapted d y  by the sound of the 
wind in the pine ttees, by the chuping =und b m  the birds and ftom 
the timbre of the cow bells, by mooing and herding raltlr fmm close and 
fat away. Souad h m  cuttuig axes but no chah saws. Working horses, 
but no cars or tractors; no airplanes, no decttieity, telephone, radio or 
TV. It was not until many years later that 1 became conscious that ail 
th&, that what 1 consiàered ta be environmentally natutal sounds, 
rather was an acoustic triggiw to aU my compositio~, [and] has guided 
me through eIectro acoustic studios, new organ s o u a b  as  well a s  
ttaditional forms of ensembles Wuding voices and instruments. During 
that t h e  1 a h  gat in tauch with worlds of music, rich oftraditions, h m  
Asia and 0 t h  authentic folk muaics firom Mkent parts of the wodd- 
Asia, Aûica, Latin/ South Am- Sweden, Spain, Balkan; Georgia and 
Tibet; Japan, Korea, Vietnam- All thia waa an emkhhg complement to 
the plentifid European tradition h m  e d y  Mediawai time to the 
present. Probably, 1 was Eairly early in taking the direction on a nad 
that later, particularly duiing the 19809, became inteniationally known 
as World Music, where differwit ethnic traditions, instruments and 
performance practices flew wer the boarders in a cosmo-palitical 
symbioais and in new acoustic envùonments (as, for example, in the 
Sweliilih graup Filarfdket). 

When 1 was asked to write commentaries fbr the premiere of 
Noctuntols, 1 decided (due to various reasons) not to taik about mattezs 
regarding compositional details (I am pleaaed to leave that assignment 
to some thearetician who might want to aaalyze the piece and 
investigate what the construction looks like inside). At an initial stage, 
to take a work apart in its ? v e n t s  does not hdp the listenet; a pieasa 
report seldom reaches outslde a seminu of experts. And what 1 have 
mentioned about Meren t  sources of inspiration is intended more a s  a 
general d e e p t i o n  of that environment in wbich Noctwnab was 
created, rather than a s  an exact description of Merent  ingredients. 

N~~turruais was composed in 1989-90 a s  a commission h m  the 
Swedish Broaàcasting C.oporation fior KnmmarensembleN. W e  have a 
fantastic baritme saiophone play& one the ariminintrators from the 
ensemble told me when we were k s s i n g  the commi-psion. Of course, 
the baritone saxophone became one of the fifteen parts! 1.. .]lm 

The texts are very representative for Hambraeus, for example, his discussion of the 

"issue of moral responsibilitf' combined with "pragmatic ideologf in wbich the fmmer 

notion is represented by Bis critique of the Canaainn govenunent and the latter by his 

fascination as a composer with different music%' social contexta and abilities to mate 

"magicai ideas." Bis interpretations of bis own music and of the music of 0th- aimost 



always focus on oompoaitional intentions and, to a lemer extent, on specific modeb of 

reception. It worth noting that Hambraeus does not à i m w  the technid and structural 

aspects of the piece a t  ail-particuiariy iia considering tb piece's vexy novel features (see 

the following chapter). It is, of course, difkuit to draw any g e n d  conciusions as to whether 

the avoidance of the neutral level is a reacüon to the stnicturaily focused inspiration he 

received in Danastadt or fo the stiilting dominance of American academic music theory at  

McGiU University, In fact, only a &w of Hambraeus's articles deal at aU with compositional 

technique (one of these was discusaed in the previous section). 

Hambmw consideni the ethnomushbgbi influences #as an enriching 

complernent to the plentifid European tradition h m  eady Mediaeval time to the present." 

From the perspective of the critica of the World Music concept, this statement could be 

thought of as a confirmation of the Ethnic Other simply as a apice ta the Western canon. 

This is an unfair critique considering the major source of inspirationthe Indian riots. 

Hambraeus started to compose the piece in August 1989 and finished in April1990. This 

was actudy before the Oka riots (whïch were situated between Hambraeus's home in 

Ontario and Montreal) brolte out- However, there had been previous hdian uprisings around 

Canada and Hambraeus daims that he was iinpressed by the dntmmiag he could hear on 

television. The connection to the Oka crisis is instead a rdection of Hambrceus's wish to 

contribute to a public discussion and communkate with extra-musical commentaries. 

Instead his comme!nts on Yenriching complernent" must be read as Hambraeus's balanced 

view of the world of music. Hambiaeus also points out the important fact that the French- 

English debate on the Cenadiah i ~ g u a g e  agenda eomtitutes only a small part of the 

Canadian language scenario. The French versus the English language has been an ongohg 

political issue in Canada with reaming demands for referenàa by militant Quebecois 

aeparatists seeking to tum the Quebec province into an independent state. m e n ,  during 

tbe last referendum in 1995, the question was raised as to whether communities of citizens 

of the Fust Nation residing in Quebec then could cal1 for a referendum of th& own and leave 

the "Republique de Quebec" (if the separatists had won), Parti Quebecois gave a negative 



answer. 

Hambraeus gives two indications of what No& is not: W y  intention [...] was 

of course not to imitate certain non-western trends"; '[ ...] it was not m y  intention to make a 

collage h m  ethnamusicalogical curiosities or historiai quotation [-.-lm" What is N o c t w ~ l s  

then? Since Hambraeus continues the latter sentence by painting out that neither ahouid the 

listener "need a musical travel guide but yet get loat in my nocturnal landscape," an 

interpretation of the piece as educational seems remote. Yet, it is essential to the composez 

that the listener is aware of an ethnologicai content: 5naybe the tenn Workl Music codd give 

a more k t  approach to understand N o d u 4  1.-J' Which problems is he taking about 

in the sentence that hllows in hia text ? =ut many native foreign cultures have inspird me 

and enhanced my understanding of essential problems in 'wodd music* agbt now." It seems 

obvious that Hambmus communicates with the audience. However the message h m  the 

composer is not completely clear-the commuIiication takea the form of ridàles. Nocturnols 

seems to derive fimm personal elaborations on the composer's musical past as  weU as on 

recent political circumstances. The question of the western canon is also raised induectly 

through the derences to the traditional music9 as 'an enriching complement to the plentiful 

European tradition h m  early Mediaeval time to the present," that is, the issue of expansion 

of the European canon. 

There are a couple of other details in bis te-. Hambraeus never mentions music 

from India and as fhr as 1 know, he did not use Indian quotations or dusions in any of his 

pieces, as so many others dicl Hambraeus took his own path and discovered his own source3 

d i d u e n c e  as opposed to musi& who aere influenced bg the moet -nt ethnologicai 

fashion within the avant-gade communïty. 

Also apparent in this tact îa EIambraeus's immense n e d  to communicate not only 

with the audience but also with the peiformers. V i i a l i y  all of his pieces h m  the last thirty 

years have been commissions and have been WLI.tten with a perticuiar artiat or group in 

mindln This need for communication a b  influences which aspects of the work that 

Hambræus chooses to discuss. As opposed to composers such as Stockhausen and Messiaen 



who often focu9 their comments on th& own worlw on technical aspects ofcomposition and, 

in the case of Stockhausen, on acoustical aspects of performance, Hambraeua cliscusses 

extra-musical pmperties- 

Autobiographical details are an important featuie of Hambram#s tem. In aome 

ways, his texta become v U e s  for putting the compaser as a human king in the 

foreground. The sentence regarding the "Eantaatic baritone saxophone piayer" reflects thh 

human interest. 

At the time of its composition, the techniques used in NmhuTtcrls were very original for 

Hambraeus. ln The brst two movementa use only one hexachord each4-sharp, e, f, a, b-dat 

and b (6-710 12678)) in the h s t  movement and the remnining six notes in the second (aame 

pitch-class set). The pitch materiai in each movement is limited exclusively to its respective 

hexachord. Since this is an aii-combinatorid hexachord, one might suspect that Hambraeus 

is back on the serial track: Hambr~eus's idea codd be to take Schoenberg's hexachordal style 
b 

many steps furthewursuing some f o m  of large-de hexachordal combinatoriality in 

which the order of the pitchea ha3 no -ance. This is not the case though. The references 

are instead ethnological and signiscant for Hambraeus's harmonic W1Zting. Through vïrtuaily 

the whole of Hambiaeus's career, the tritone interval bas played an important d e  in his 

compositional language. The 6-7 kexachord is, in that respect, ideal, There are maximaliy 

three tritones witbin the set. Aithough ody six notes are use& the harmonic language 

The first movement has an E-pedal functioning as a fundamental note. The note E 

(Mi) is, according to the comporier, a reference to Hambiaeus's family (Enid, Michael, and 

Wabeth). The use of pedal tones also relates to Hanrbraeus's own instrument, the organ- 

Through the instrument's immense potential for the creation of àjfbent timbral 



combinations. H-brauii was inspired to free the instrument h m  what the German 

organist Werner Jacob c a b  The Contrapuntal Ghetto" by consideiing timbre to be a 

parameter as important aa rhythm or pitch." (Hambraeus's Constellotions I was the duect 

source of inspiration for Lige& V o i u m ~ ,  a-rding tn Ligeti himseK) The h s t  movement 

of N o c h r d  is a "glangf'nmelodie-" The hexachord appeara both in the strings and 

winds and the two groups play their chord against each other as if the work was an organ 

piece on two manuais, using diffeient regbtration, The chord ia distributeà in a s ï m i h  way 

in the taro groups with @ on top and E in the bass zegbter and varied through cliffirent 

articulations and dinererrt dynamics (example 5)- 

Exnmpk 5, beginning of Noctunrals (next page) 





A prominent feature h m ,  and of course an important àiEhmce h m  the organ. is 

the timpani's fiinction as the rhythmic motor. The leading pmcesb of the introduction is given 

in the timpani in its mntinuody incre&ng r tmty  (-pie 6). 

Example 6, measutes 44-46 

The score is 6lled wîth foreground activities such as the loud, high-pitched "herding dm-like 

gesture in the ciarinet in measure 25 (example 7)- 

The forty-eight measure introduction givea way to a c h e r  section with juxtaposed 

arabesque-Lke woodwind solos-remhiscent of virtuosic Asian wind musicin the English 

horn (example 8), saxophone, trumpet, oboe, baritone saxophone. 

Example 8, measures 6 M 9  

This formal procedure, wbich 1 crùl 'The Intemipted Fmces~," is very typical for Hambraeus: 

An intensified section of activity getüng close to a dimax is o h  followed by a chin of long 

sustained chords building up to a new peak174 In the firat movement of Nocturrurls, the 

substructure is always determined by the increased activity of the timpani, After the intro- 

duction, there are four such shortet processes. 

The whole composition is to be perfoimed attacca; coasequently the umodulation" 

between the two different hexachords in the fitst and second movements ib ofparticuIar 

interest. The pitch collection f, a, and e played pinni-pnimo with a crescendo to forte in the 



flute, oboe, and clruinet is supe3;mpoaed mer the whole new pi& collection played piano 

pianissimo in the strings which createa a dide in out perœption of the modality. One 

possible inteipretation of this is as a ref;erence to Hambraeus's pioneeiing worlr with electro- 

acoustic music.'m Some of his works, such as Rota ï1(1963), wbich was created in the 

Siemens studio in Munich, explore the possibilities of these aorte ofsliding pitch and timbral 

transf'ormations, moving between d . e r e n t  prerecaided bell saunds. 

If the f h t  movement is static, the second movement bas more motion. There is no 

timpani in this movement. The percussion section consists instead of tom-tom, bass drum, 

tam-tam, and crotales. They function more to add brie color rather than in a rhythmic 

capacity. A steady sixteenth-note rhythm, pdormed pianissimo, shifting over to qWPtuplets 

and using aii notes in the hexachord, is instead maintaïneci t b u g h  virtudy the whole 

movement in the strings. Atter four ktroductorg measures, we arrive at the main feature of 

this movement: Hambrrieus here ananged the hexachord so it forms something close ta an 

Indonesian P M - d e  (although ushg only four notes, g, a-fht, c, d in quarte]:-note rhythm, 

example 9), thus increasing the level of expression and prepnring for the "ethnologie 

outbreak" in the last movement as in the initial harp and foilowing piccolo flute, English 

horn, and harp melody. The developrnent of this movement occurs through variations of the 

Pélog melody through four Tntemxpted Rocesses." The interruptions are achieved by 

sustained chords. 

Exampk 9, meusures 130-132 

The harmonic background textures are achieved through smaU scale movements in the 

different parts, o fka  in the form of k e  imitation and in hetemphonic movements- Consider, 

for example, the piccolo, clarînet, tnunpet, and crotales in measure 190 (example 10). 



The third movement is one of the most peculiar in Hambraeus's whole production. 

That movement is not built h m  one hexachotd but h m  different modalities with "Gminof 

as a prominent key area tbroughout the whole movement. Again, the modulation between 

the second and the third movement is very challenging for the ear. Although G is part of the 

second hexachord, none of the 0th- notes in the triad are. Hambraeus therefore gradually 

introduces the new pitcii collection in a slow introduction: The timpani returns and 

intmduces Eaat  again as a leadin&one to the nea  dominant^ D. The timpani gradua& 

increases the ambiguity by oscillating between D and E-flat. Eventually D taLes over by 

modulation through repetition and the introduction of the melody can then take place in G- 

minor, fist appearing in the piccolo flute's lower tegister in octaves with En* hom. The 

mdody keeps returning through a e  whole movement. It is very "catchy," reminding one of 

Balkan folk music but is completdy Hambraeus's own. It first appeais in a heterophonic 

version in piccolo, Enghh horn, and harp. There are several ethnic references pointed out by 

the composer, for example, KWUI-hmz h m  the Faroe ïslands-the antiphonal bailad, 

danced by men and wornen in ring, The Kvad aliuàea ta this movement's tide, ring dance, 

but also ta the way in which the melody is ornamented in an improvisatory sounding fâshion 

(exampie 11). 
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The heterophonic variations of the melody, intermingieà with dusions to Swedish fiddle music 

through extensive use of open strings, (example 12) make up the body of this movement. 

The center of this movement is the saxophone solo whkh is somewhat reminiscent of fkee jazz h m  

the 1960s (or as the composer indicates in the preface, "the 'hard sound' corresponds to a raucous 

Be-bop sty1e")but is st i l l  in the idiom of the Balkan influenceci melody (example 13). 



The contrapuntai web is so wmplicated that it takes many sessions of listening to grasp the 

piece. Eventudy the dance is mer and the work ends much as it began witb long sustained 

There are a couple of traits common to N O C M  as a whole: the notation of 

steady meter (4M) but with a flexible approach ta meter; the melodic writing for the 

woodwinds; sections of static harmony with the strings carrging the chordal structure; and 

T h e  Interrupted Process." These characteristics are also very common in Hambiaeus's later 

style in general but are also found in some of his earlier works. H e  bas. since bis 

immigration to Canada in 1972, found a very personal style in which he incorporates 

influences h m  his two earlier aga: his organ and counterpoint studies on the one hand and 

his harmonic invariance and avant-garde techniques on the other, are blended witb World 

Music. Every new piece features some innovation. In Nocftunols, ethnic counterpoint and a 

new, very s u c c e d  approach to modality mnstitute a new direction in Bengt Hambreus's 

œuvre. 

Hambraeus's discursive and rhetorical strategies are extremely effective. The dear 

reference to the Indian riots complements the music. In fact, these r e f m c e s  were made a 

dominant feature in a TV documentary produced by the Swedish Television in which news 

reports and pïcturea fimm the riots accompanied music h m  Nocturnols. This mixï~g of 

sound and pictu~e achieved a powerful dramatic &ktect 



Concluding Remarks 

[.--1 Onentalism is not a mere politicai subject matter or a d  that ia 
rdecteci passiveiy by culture, schoiarship, or imtïtutiona; nor is it a 
h g e  and diffuse collection of texte about the Orient; nor is it 
representative and expressive of some ncl)ériour Western" imperialist 
plot to hold down the "Oriental" world. It h rather a distribution a€ 
geopolitid awareneas into aesthetic, scholarly, ecollomic, sociological, 
historiai, and philological texts; it is an elabomtion not only of a basic 
geographical distinction (the wodd is made up of two unequai halves, 
Orient and Occideat) but also of a whole series of %terest" which, by 
such means as  scholady discovery, philalogical reconstniction, 
psychological analysis, lanàscape and sociolqicai cbuiption, it not ody  
creates uuention to underataad. in some cases to conb.ol, manipulate, 
even to incoxporate, what is a manifestly di81erent (or altemative and 
novel) world; it is, above ali. a discoume that is by no means in àirect, 
correspondhg relationship with political power in the raw, various Ends 
of power, shaped to a degree by the exchaagie with power pol i t id  (as 
with a eolonial or imperid establishment), power intellectual (as with 
reigning sciences like comparative linguistics or anatomy, or any of the 
modern policy sciences), power cultural (as with orthodoxies and canons 
of taste, texts, values), power mord (as with ideas about what "wew do 
and what =they" m o t  do or understand as "we" do). ïndeed, my real 
argument is that Orientalimn b a n d  does not simply represent-a 
considerable dimension of modern palitîcai-intellectual culture, and as 
such has less to do with the orient than it does with world1= 

(Edward W, Said) 

In aa earlier paper, 1 tned to show that the notion of authenticity is not only highly 

problematic but a h  i m p ~ s s i b l e . ~  Although m y  disamaion of Baroque music seems remotely 

connected to World Music a t  h t  glance, there are a number of similarities relating tn the 

idea of "pure musicm-pure meaning several things: non-eclectic Western art music tradition; 

"ethnicn folk or art music fke firom i d u e n c e m a m d y ,  traditions &ee h m  interactions. 

Brie.ûy, 1 expressed the idea that any attempt to recreate Baroque music in the way in which 

it was conceived and pedormed during the eighteenth century shouid be considered to be 

grounded upon false assumptions and thus to be W e . "  But, since this notion of 

authenticity has gained so much attention and represents today'a idea of authentically 

performed Baroque music, this notion has becorne mai. Thw I estabiished the concept of 

rieal Fake." Real Fake represents in a tnùy Postmodern fashion the denial of daims of 



"truth," usublimity," and 'the etenial"1a-wïth the clear recognition that these fhke notions 

are the best we have at a present stage. In this *on, the notion of Red Fake could 

apply to the presexwation of authentic folk muaics as musetam pieces instead of as a living 

tradition or to the representation of avant-garde music as an unchanging gante dmoving 

eternal Monads of modernistic sonic elementa amund on a aheet of paper, discussed by and 

performed for a small initiated audience. 

A the end of the nineteenth ceatury, when the compositional medium seemed to many 

to have been depleted, the act of composition involved a quest for new musical concepts At 

that time, it was not n d y  materiaLfrom a whale new culture! to whîch they turned; in 

fact, it was moatlp towarà the folk music9 of th& own homelands or the art music of previous 

centuries that theh quests lead- 1 have becorne certain that this distinction is not as important 

as Glenn Watkins seems to beliwe: "The notion of Exoticism-the infatuation with foreign 

cu1tures-h one that was w d  defined in the Romantic Age, and as a vivifj.img factor should be 

distinguhhed at the oukret h m  Folklorism, which traditionaily speaks of the study and use of 

one's native musical heritage, Importation is central to the idea of Exoticism and the source of 

its appeal."lB But for Bart6k. studyinghis non-urban su~oundings was just as exotic as if he 

had gone to Africa, and for Takemitap, returning to his culture was as exotic as Hambraeus's 

sonic return to his childhood. I am probably more familiar with Inrlisin music than with the 

local folk music tradition where 1 grew up. Central to m g basic theoreticai foundation is the 

notion, held by many, of an art-music tradition that is k e  h m  popular content including folk 

music of any Iond. Arnold Schoenberg's music is, as 1 have stated earlier? the ultimate example 

of this idea. He believed in the possibility of innovation within the traditional Westun 

Most critics of this new [atonal] style failed to investigate how far the 
muent  'eternal' laws of musical aestbetics wese obseirveà, spurned, or . 

merely adjusted in changed cimunstances. [,..] 1 maintained that the 
friture would certaidy pmve that a centralipng power comparable to the 
gravitation exerted by the root is st i l l  operative in these pie ce^.^ 

Schoenberg makes it fairly clear what he meam by "eternal' laws of musical aesthetia? His 

notion-and my initial assumption-is of course a Chimera. a pure western art music dots 



not exist. Hia deacziptiom are only meam of explainhg bW own aesthetic heritage and how 

best to experience his own music-and thia notion is real for Scboenberg, This notion, as 1 

hope 1 have shown here, ia definitely Real Fake, We have to go back in the history of 

twentieth-century art music to h d  where the modernistic ideology went wrong. Something of 

a lost Postmodern attitude beginning in the late nineteenth century was described by Hans 

Werner Henze: 

1 think b a t  the most important composer of this century is not Webern, 
but Mabler! It W true that he made Iittle contribution to fkeeing music 
b m  ita grammatical impasse, and did little to invent new systems; yet 
he was a witness to his time, His portrayal offnrstration and d & g ,  
in an unmirtatable and direct m u s i d  hnpage, seema to me more 
interesüng and more important than the achievements of the [Second] 
V i e ~ e s e  SchooL [-.. 1 One might îhhk that the d i n i  lies in the 
techniques employed, but 1 would maintain the difference lies in the 
effect which the mmposei wanted to make. Beethoven regarded his 
whole enterprise as a contribution to human progress.*' 

The radicalization of the romantic language was not a problem in and of itself; 

rather, it was the institutionalization and the intellectualization of Western art music that 

pmvided the foundation for tbis alienation of sonic material h m  the cultural ~ o n t e x t . ~  1 

hope to have shown that this artlficial division has resulted in the contradictory statements 

of composers such as Nono and Boulez when th& discourses try to regain a societal 
b 

legitimacy. In this respect, Bengt Hambraeus shows a way out through bis pragmatic but 

also enigmatic view of music in combination with a radical musicd language. 

Ideological fluctuations axe constantly sbriving for balance, but there never is any 

balance. After postmodern "disordef there wiIl be c a b  for order again, just =me years aher 

the Eall of c o m m u ~  in EaatwEurope there will be renewed requests for communist 

regirnes. Bengt Hambraeus is constant& aware of this. He eschewed any paiticular 

ideologicd stance during the Swedish debates fiom the 1950s through the 90s; rather, his 

standpoints were founded upon a transient notion, Ideologies come and go but not 

Hambraeus's fundamental aesthetic views-aithough he continuously problematizes the 

issues at stake. They are deeply established Hambraeus's notion of himself as a visitor, for a 

short while, in the continuum ofhistory, This is one reason why his texts are dïfhdt t~ 



inteipret-they reflect Hambraeus'a awmesa of a tou compIicated redity. There are never 

any simple black or white solutions- Hïs owa music remains nttually the same as w d .  A 

tritone 6Ued hannony combined with Worid MU8ic of Hambraeiw's own d e t i o n -  

everythîng that comea to him h m  other sources, cultures, and time peiiods. 

In yet an earlier article- 1 made referenœ to the phenornenon known as Magic 

Eye-the term for cornputer conatructed pictures that are b l d  on the d c e  but after 

some moments offocus beyond the plane of the paper tuin into colorfui three-dimensional 

pictues. By focusing on a piece of art beyond the actual surface level (not in Scbenkerian 

terms but in tenns of the "kusic itaeif' and its culniral coatext), fnnm-aating patteins can 

appear that neither we nor the artist were aware of in the h t  place- This is a profitable 

approach in the case of Wodd Music and in the present musical situation as weil. 



Appendix 

Bengt H a m b ~ ~  UnpuMished L i w  Notes on NOcturnals 

Nochtrrrcrl was a term for a nightlg litugy given by the ancient c h d  In 
a wider context it refbrs to acts of cult and ceremonies in other cultural 
contexts as weU My composition Nockururls waa inspired by ritual and 
social traditions in différent parta of the world and in diffbrent centuries; 
in the final section impulses h m  Greelr folE dance and Nordic medieval 
ballata are joined. 

There m w t  be an eaat-west path in Noctwnois, h m  Indonesia and 
Greece to northern Canada's ozQinal music; maybe wen a north-south 
communication between the fiinctional signals in Swedish culture 
or Kvad [dance] h m  the Faroe Islands and A&an rhythms- Naturally, 
it was not my intention to make a coilage b m  ethnomusieologkd 
curiosities or historical quotation; neither do 1 intend that the listener 
should need a musical travel guide but pet get lost in my nocturnal 
landscape. On the other hand maybe the term Workl Music could give a 
more direct angle of unhtanding on Noctt~nak as weil a s  several 
other of m y  recent compositions. 

1 have aiways been interested in alternative musical traditions, 
partiCulady such traditions that developed outside the traditional 
Western repertoire. 1 received the eariïest and most important 
impressions in that respect while verg young, in the be-g of the 
1930~1, in the peculiar ''Soundscapen~ up in one of Dalecarlia's deserted 
fijibod forests, where sile& waa interrupted ody by the sound of the 
wind in the pine trees, by the cbirping sound h m  the birds and h m  
the timbre of the cow bells, by mooing and hezding & h m  close and 
far away. Sound h m  cutting axes but no dain saws. Working horses, 
but no cars or tractors; no airplanes, no electricity, telephone, radio or 
TV. It was not until many years later that 1 became conscious that ail 
this, that what I considered to be environmentally natural sounds, 
rather was an aco& trigger to ail my compositions, [and] has guided 
me through electro acoytic studios, new organ sounds as  w d  as 
traditional forms of A b l e s  including voices and instruments. During 
that t h e  1 also got in touch with worlds of music, rich of traditions, h m  
Asia and other authentic folk muaics h m  Mèrent parts of the wodd- 
Asia, Akita, LatinBouth America; Sweden, Spain, Baikan; Georgia and 
Tibet; Japan, Korea, Vietnam. AU this as an c?ni;rhing complement to 
the plentifiil Euiopean tradition h m  eariy Mediaeval time to the 
present. Robabiy, 1 was M y  early in taking the dllection on a road 
that later, particularIy duiring the 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  became inteniationally known 
as World Misic, where diffeireat ethnic txaditions, instruments and 
performance practices flew over the boarders in a cosmo-political 
symbiosis and in new acoustic environments (as, for example, in the 
Swedish giloup Filartolket)). 



When 1 was asked to WLite commentarie3 to the premiexe of N o c t w ~ l s ,  
1 decided (due tn various reasona) not to taik about matters regadhg 
compositional details Q am pleased to leave that  asaigmnent to some 
theoretician what might want to analyze the piece and  investigate what 
the construction looks like inside), At an initial stage, to take a work 
apart in its segments does not heip the iistener; a distinct report doea 
seldom does reach outaide a seminar of experts. And what 1 have 
mentianed about dï&mnt sources at inspiration is intended rather as a 
g e n e d  desmiption of that  enviionment in which N o c f t r d  was created 
more than an exact description of diffmnt ingredients- 

There is a direct reason for the ideological aspects of World Music having 
become particuiady urgent right now. Whïle writing this at the end of 
Juiy 1990, perhaps the most important people's uproar in the biatory of 
Canada or North Amerka haa been gohg on fbr a couple of months. It 
was laat spring that the Mohawk Indians in the reservation 
Kaneiwatalte (about 90 Lilometein North-east h m  m y  home) initiated 
a national protest against the raciilm and politics of apartheid that 
they, as di other Indian tribes, have been victims of for more than 500 
years, They immediately Leceived support h m  ail Indians h m  the 
whole of Canada a s  well as a advantageow support h m  the white 
population in the country that seriously questioned the politiâans' way 
of dealing with the very serious issue of the Inrliana' human rigbts; 
Mohawks in at least three reaervatiom in my close surroundings (one af 
which lies between m y  home and my work) are  prepared fbr armed 
defense of their strongïy abridged territaries if theg are attacked by the 
federal police and the army that is prepared for battle. I t  is still 
impossible to predict the fiitum si@&ance in domestic and foieign 
politics (as late as in July 1990 thia seems still be unhiown in Sweden, 
although this issue is a direct pardel to liberation wents around the 
world, partiCulady the last decades). 

The reason that 1 mentioq this in connection to Nocturnals is that the 
Indian revolt-and its probable consequences hr Canada's 
constitution-gave me a new perspective on the concept of World Music 
itself (although the term itself is a signal foi a new pluralistic way of 
perceiving culture in out own time). And suddenly we have, for example, 
become reminded about the social meaning in what for a long time has 
been known as a statistid and linguistic-bhtmïd fact: among the 
aboriginal peoples in Canada-that is, the e r e n t  Indian tribes-there 
still exist more than 6fty independent laquages that represent th& 
own traditions, and .daiiy customs (in other words, it is something 
completely different than the Euopean and Asian languages that are 
spoken among the many immigrants in Canada). But very few ''white* 
Canadians understand even one of these more than 6fty laquages- 
Instead, they are aapped in the political quarrel over which of the 
colonial languages, English or French, should domhate here or there in 
the provinces- Much couid be added in this matter- 

NifunraZs was composed 1989-90 as a commission fiPm Swedish 
Bruadcasting Corporation fbr KammarensembleN. W e  have a fantastic 
baritone saxophone playex" one the administratom h m  the ensemble 
told me when we were discussing the cornminsion. Of course, the 
baritone saxophone became one of the Hben parts! The work has three 
movements: Inclmtdio+-Figum w m - .  . . 
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laAfter the premiere, Bo Wallner, a Swedish musiealogbt and Send of Harnbraeus's, 

explained that thh music was ta be rurderstood aa the ïnternationally onented Hambrams's 

way ofrecomposing Hugo Alfvén's Swedish R h a p d y  No. 1, op, 19 ''Midmunmer Nighth 

VigLL" 

%e score is publiahed by WamedChappell-Nodiska Musil&rlaget and available on a 

commercial recording on Phono Suecia, PSCD 57. 

1BaDefinitions ofTabu and Manu according to Britonniw Otr-IUte: 

taboo, also speiled TABU, Tongan TABU, Maori TAPU, the prohibition of an action or 

the use of an object based on ntualisticdistinctio~ of them either as being sacred and 

consecrated or as being dangmus, unclean, and accunid. The temn taboo is of Polynesian 

origin and was first noted by Captain James Cook duriog his viait to Tonga in 1771; he 

introduced the term into the English laquage, h m  which it achieved widespread currency. 

Taboos were most highly develaped in the Pdynesian societies of the South Pacific, but they 

have been present in virtudy aII cultures. Taboos could include prohibitions on fiahing or 

picking &tait at certain seasons; food t'aboos tbat restrict the diet ofpregnant women; 

prohibitions on talh'ng ta or touching cbiefs or members of 0 t h  bigh social classes; taboos 

on wakïng or traveling in certain areas, such as foiests; and various taboos that function 

during important lite events such as birth, m m ,  and death. There is an apparent 

inconsistency between the taboos in which notions of aacredness or haliness are apparent 

(e-g., the head of a Polynesian chid was taboo and thus could not be touched because of bis 

general character as a sacred leadez) and tabooa in which notions of unclenniinesa were the 

motivating Eactor (e.g., physicai contact with a menstniating woman may be k a u s e  

it is thought to be d-g, and persans who have beea in physical contact with the dead 

may iikewise be forbidden to touch food with their han&). 

among Melaneaian and Polynesian peoples, a superaatural force or power that may be 



ascabed to persom, spirits, or innnimate objecta- Mana may be either good or evil, beneficial 

or dangerous. The term waa first used in the 19th cent- in the West during debates 

concerning fhe on* ob religion- It was first used to d e s d ~  what apparently was 

interpreted to be an impersonal, amoraI, aupernatural power that madested ibelfin 

extraordinary phenornena and abilities. Anything distinguished h m  the ordinazy (e-g., an 

uncommonly shaped atone) is ao because of the mana it possesses, 
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